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Abstract 

Zero sequence (ZS) characteristics of transformers are of great importance in some 
circumstances including unbalanced and DC biased operations. Any unbalanced condition in 
the voltage supplying a transformer or in the load to be supplied can result in ZS currents 
assuming that at least one of the windings is Y-connected and grounded. An example of DC 
biasing conditions is a transformer subjected to geo-magnetically induced current (GIC) 
because of geo-magnetic disturbances of the earth’s magnetic field due to solar activities. In 
the case of 3-phase, 3-legged transformers, the ZS flux takes the path off the core including 
the oil gaps, structural steels and the tank walls.   

The tank is made from mild steel, which is several hundred times more magnetically 
permeable than the oil. This means that the tank’s presence will disturb the flux distribution 
in the oil gap depending on its relative proximity to the active part. The flux reaching the 
wall will enter and exit through continuously distributed points making it complicated to 
determine the wall’s effective height and thickness. In addition, the losses in the tank may 
increase the temperature and thus affect the electric conductivity of the tank steel, leading to 
a negative feedback on the losses and positive feedback on the magnetic penetration depth.  

Although there have been extensive advancements in the core and the windings modeling, 
the off-core flux path has not been properly represented in the dual circuit models of 3-
phase, 3-legged power transformers. Differences between the ZS impedances seen from 
different windings of a transformer, as reported in the experimental results, have not been 
considered in the models presented so far. As repeatedly reported in the literature, there has 
been a lack of information on the electromagnetic properties of the tank steel including the 
electric conductivity and magnetic characteristics. As mentioned, the temperature rise in the 
tank affects both the ZS impedance and the losses; however, thermal models presented in the 
literature primarily address the oil and the winding temperature rises with much less focus on 
the tank. Furthermore, considerations on the tank design such as the use of magnetic shunts, 
magnetic shields, and choosing from plain and corrugated walls that influence the off-core 
flux path, have not been discussed properly in the previous works. In cases when the tank 
losses are not of interest, the tank can be represented with proper boundary conditions. 
Which of the flux-normal or flux-tangential boundary conditions is more accurate in the 
representation of the tank has also not been discussed in the previous research works.          

The main contribution of the current PhD thesis is to address the abovementioned 
challenges and research gaps in the off-core flux path modeling. The thesis has introduced an 
electromagnetic/thermal model for the off-core flux path. The electromagnetic model 
consists of linear inductances (representing the oil gap) and non-linear R-L branches 
(representing the tank). The non-linear branches are Cauer-like equivalent circuits obtained 
from finite difference approximation of the magnetic diffusion equation. The thermal model 
is based on the thermal network method assuming that the temperature drop across the tank 
thickness is negligible. Hence, the tank is considered as a thermal node connected to non-
linear thermal resistances representing convective and radiative heat transfer from the tank.  
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All the equations governing the electromagnetic and thermal equivalent circuits are 
implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK. However, to simulate target applications including 
transformers under unbalanced conditions and transformers subjected to the GIC, the 
equivalent circuits are drawn in ATPDraw and are solved with the EMTP-ATP program.    

Difficulties in the calculation of the model parameters are discussed in detail using finite 
element analysis (FEA) of simple 2D models of the off-core flux path. The FEA provides an 
advantage that the different parameters can be thoroughly studied without influence from 
unknown factors. For example, the temperature impact may not be considered adequately 
when studying the model parameters based only on experimental results. In addition, the 
significance of the tank walls, cover and bottom as well as the temperature can be separately 
studied under controlled case studies. As investigated in the thesis, the wall and bottom are 
significant for the off-core flux path; however, the cover can be neglected when its distance 
to the core is large and typically more than 2.5 times the distance from the wall to the core. 
At high off-core flux, when the wall becomes magnetically saturated, the open-circuit ZS 
impedance starts decreasing due to the reduction in the magnetic permeability. However, the 
temperature rise in the wall will affect the electric resistivity, thus having an increasing 
impact on the impedance. In some cases such as the corrugated walls (where the wall 
resistance is relatively higher than the plain walls), the temperature impact may keep the 
open-circuit ZS impedance almost constant.   

It is shown that the effective tank height, the wall thickness and electric conductivity and 
the linear inductances (representing the oil gap) need to be tuned in order to reproduce the 
impedance and losses measured on a 3-phase 3-legged 300 kVA sample transformer. These 
tuning factors are identified by fitting the circuital model to either test or FEM results. As 
demonstrated in the thesis, there is no need to re-tune the parameters when the temperature 
of the tank elements varies in a practical range as observed in the actual operations.  

Characterization of the electromagnetic properties of the tank steel in terms of the 
magnetization curves and the losses is performed using extensive magnetic measurements as 
a part of the PhD work. As discussed in the thesis, classical eddy current loss is the dominant 
component for the tank steels thicker than 4 mm. However, the excess losses must also be 
considered in the thinner walls, which are normally used in corrugated tank walls.   

In cases the tank losses are not of interest, and in order to reduce the model complexity, 
lossless variations of the proposed model can be used. In the lossless variations, the tank is 
excluded and proper boundary conditions are set instead. As investigated, the corrugated 
walls as well as the walls equipped with magnetic shunts can be assumed as a flux-normal 
boundary condition. The plain walls as well as the walls equipped with magnetic shields can 
be assumed as a flux-tangential boundary condition. The bottom as a base of transformer is 
made from relatively thick steel that can be considered as a flux-tangential boundary 
condition. 

The difference between ZS impedances seen from HV and LV depends on the behavior of 
the tank walls. As discussed in the thesis, the ZS impedance difference can be small in 
corrugated walls as well as walls equipped with magnetic shunts, but it is large for plain 
walls and even larger in cases where the walls are equipped with magnetic shields.   
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Chapter 1  
Introduction  

 

1.1 Motivations 

Transformers experience different mechanical, electrical and thermal stresses during 
normal operations as well as abnormal undesirable conditions in their lifetime. Appropriate 
modeling of transformers is essential in order to 

- optimize transformer design against the stresses they experience during the lifetime;  
- simulate the consequences of undesirable conditions prior to their occurrence and 

consider proper measures of protections. 

Three-phase power transformers are basically designed to operate with symmetrical 3-
phase voltages applied to the primary windings and 3-phase symmetrical load connected to 
the secondary windings [1] [2]. With this design principle, the magnetic flux is supposed to 
be confined in the core as a high magnetically permeable material at no-load condition, and 
in the leakage channel between primary and secondary windings at loading condition. 
However, there is always some fringing flux taking off-core paths beyond the outermost 
winding through the oil-gap and the tank walls. This so-called off-core flux is considerably 
higher in 3-legged core design as well as when symmetry assumptions for the voltage 
applied (primary side) or the load supplied (secondary side) are no longer valid. 

Both the primary-side voltage unbalanced and the secondary-side load unbalanced 
conditions can result in zero sequence (ZS) currents, which are equal in magnitude and 
synchronized, if there is a return electric path for them that can be provided through 
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grounded Y-connected windings. The ZS flux generated due to the ZS currents in each leg of 
the core has the same amplitude and direction. Hence, the flux does not complete its path 
inside the 3-legged core and is forced to flow outside through the off-core path. The off-core 
flux has undesired thermal effects on the transformers due to the losses in the metallic parts 
of the path including the tie bars, core clamps and the tank walls that must be taken into 
consideration in the ZS modeling.  

Besides this, physical location of the winding (that can be inner or outer winding) driving 
the ZS current as well as magnetic coupling between the phases through the tank walls affect 
the off-core flux, which complicates the modeling of transformers from the ZS point of view.    

It is worth mentioning that asymmetric earth faults (such as single line to earth fault) 
occurring on either primary or load sides, are of extreme cases of primary-side or secondary-
side unbalanced conditions, respectively. In order to obtain a reasonably accurate calculation 
results for transformers under the earth faults, a proper electromagnetic/thermal 
representation of the off-core flux path is of great importance.   

  In addition, the off-core flux can be induced from a secondary (normally unwanted) 
voltage source connected to either winding. An example of this situation is Geo-
magnetically Induced Current (GIC) from a Geo-Magnetic Disturbances (GMD) [3] [4] [5] 
[6] [7]. GMD is basically due to the highly energetic charged particles ejected from the sun’s 
activity (which is called Coronal Mass Ejection CME) traveling in the surrounding space. 
This jet of plasma hits the earth and can distort the earth’s magnetic field.  This fluctuations 
of the earth’s magnetic field is a slow phenomenon; however, the time varying nature will 
induce electric potential on the earth’s surface (and any manmade loop of conductors such as 
electric transmission lines). The electric potential difference between two locations on the 
earth’s surface causes a near-DC current that is so-called GIC. GIC varies up to hundreds of 
amps and has relatively low frequency typically in the order of 0.1 Hz to 0.001 Hz [7].  

GIC affects systems in the regions near to the earth’s magnetic poles (higher latitude 
countries) and follows the 22-year solar cycle with peaks once during the 11-year half cycle 
[8] [9]. GIC will flow into the transmission lines through the grounded points of Y-
connected transformer windings. The magnitude of the GIC depends on the magnitude of the 
induced surface electric potential, the orientation of the transmission line and the DC 
(resistive network) characteristics of the power system. It has been repeatedly reported that 
the transformers are the most vulnerable equipment in a power system subjected to GIC.   

GIC will affect transformer operation, as explained in the following. 

1. The quasi-DC current of GIC will generate DC flux in the core. The magnitude of the 
DC flux depends on the GIC magnitude and the reluctance of the DC flux path. Since the 
GIC is in the same direction at the all phases, the DC flux path is in fact the same as the ZS 
flux path.       

2. The DC flux will be superimposed to the AC flux causing an offset of the main flux.  

3. Shifting the main flux on the magnetization characteristics, the core is saturated in the 
half cycle of the frequency. As an example, only a few Amps of GIC in 5-legged cores can 
easily lead to half cycle saturation due to the low reluctance of ZS flux path.      
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4. Half cycle saturation causes number of issues, including: 

a) Flux leak into the tank. Although all core types see some degree of flux leakage 
into the off-core paths (including the tank), this may be an issue in 3-legged 3-
phase cores where ZS flux path is not completed in the core.     

b) Reactive power loss increases. Due to the saturation in the core, the magnetization 
current increases considerably (hundreds of times the normal magnetizing current). 

c) Harmonics injected into the network increase. Highly distorted magnetization 
current due to half cycle saturation causes a significant amount of harmonics.  

The flux leak may lead to the metallic parts heating up, such as tie bars, core clamps and 
the tank walls [7]. The duration of the GIC and the thermal time constant are key factors in 
the heating and the overall temperature rise [3] [7] [10] [11].    

Reactive power loss leads to voltage instability in the power network due to the lack of 
reactive power generation [3]- [12].  

Harmonics injected may lead to the windings extra heating, incorrect operation of 
protection systems, interference in operation of reactive power compensators (SVCs and 
capacitor banks) and finally voltage and angle instability in the power system [3] [13] [14].  

The overheating in the tank walls and the other structural parts such as tie bars and the 
core clamps may not be considered as a risk of potential thermal danger during GICs as 
reported in [15], [16], [17] and [18]. However, as concluded in [19], “it is important to 
recognize that identifying a transformer in this study as being at risk of potential thermal 
damage does not suggest a high probability of immediate failure. Rather, it signals that the 
transformer may be at risk of possible thermal damage and that further analysis is needed 
using information that is specific to a given transformer and system”.  

It is worth mentioning that if the GIC is combined with an unbalanced condition, the heat 
generated in the tank walls and the structural parts will no longer be negligible.  

Furthermore, even if the heating of the tank walls (and other metallic parts) does not pose 
a threat to transformer failure, it would influence the off-core inductance, reactive power 
consumed and magnetizing current drawn [14] [20]. 

Simulation of transformers subjected to the GIC and investigation of the consequences 
require an accurate electromagnetic and thermal representation of the off-core flux paths.    

There has been a tremendous volume of research performed and papers published on 
transformer modeling, from developing new ideas to modifying and improving existing 
models. The models developed can be categorized into two large groups of black box and 
white box models. The black box models consider the transformer responses at the terminals 
and are more suitable for high frequency transients. The white box models are in fact 
physical models based on the transformer structure requiring design information and 
material properties. The white box models are more suitable for low frequency transients 
(including the asymmetrical operation and DC biased situation) where better representation 
of the topology and the non-linear magnetization characteristics of the core and the tank 
walls are of great significance. The details of the white box models depend on the area of 
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applicability, varying from simple equivalent circuits to rather complex circuital and 
numerical models.  

The previous attempts in the white box modeling have covered different aspects of 
transformers including the core magnetization and losses, the multi-windings’ arrangement 
and losses, leakage inductance and capacitive coupling between the windings and the core. 

The varieties of topologically correct dual circuit models of transformers are of the most 
recent advances. In these models, the core equivalent circuit is obtained from the flux paths 
using duality transformation. Each flux path is represented with an inductor in its simplest 
lossless form, and with a ladder R-L circuit (with saturable/hysteretic characteristics) in the 
most complex and loss included form. As an advantage of the topologically correct core dual 
electric circuit, the magnetic losses can be represented in the correct location.  

Both the core and the winding sections of such dual circuits have been improved 
substantially in the representation of the electromagnetic behavior of transformers as well as 
their parameters identification methods, as reviewed in Chapter 2. Examples of such 
improvements include a hybrid dual circuit model, dynamic hysteresis models to represent 
the core branches, topologically correct eddy current models of the windings, considerations 
on the multi-winding cases, etc.   

Despite of the advancements in the core and the winding sections, the off-core flux paths 
beyond the outermost winding including the tank walls have not been sufficiently considered 
in previous works. Additionally, a proper thermal model of the tank walls coupled to the 
electromagnetic equivalent circuit is also missing in the literature.  

1.2 Scope of work 

In order to improve the existing dual circuit models in terms of zero sequence 
characteristics and the off-core flux path representation, the emphasis of this PhD work is 
put on the following aspects. 

• The ZS modeling of 3-phase 3-legged transformers  
Open-circuit zero-sequence (OC-ZS) and Short-circuit zero-sequence (SC-ZS) 
characteristics of 3-phase 3-legged transformers (without magnetic shields or shunts) 
are addressed in the thesis. Since the off-core magnetic path is the only return path of 
the ZS flux, the ZS modeling can be reduced to the off-core flux path modeling. 
Discussions on the differences between the ZS impedances seen from different 
windings are highlighted through the equivalent circuit developed in the thesis.  

• Developing an equivalent circuit for the off-core flux paths 

Using the duality principle, a topologically correct electric equivalent circuit is 
proposed for the off-core flux paths including the tank walls, bottom and cover. The 
parameters of the circuit are described, and calculation approaches are presented. 

The metallic parts including the tie-bars and the core clamps as well as magnetic 
shunts and magnetic shields are out of scope in the modeling.  
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• Thermal modeling of the tank walls 

In order to investigate the heat transfer capability of the tank walls during unbalanced 
conditions, a thermal equivalent circuit for the tank with non-linear convective and 
radiative thermal resistances is proposed that is coupled to the electric equivalent 
circuit.  

• Magnetic characterization of the tank steel 

As a part of the research work, the magnetic properties of sample steels, which are 
used in the transformer tank, are measured in terms of the B-H characteristics and 
magnetic losses. In addition, different mechanisms of the dynamic losses including 
classical eddy current and excess losses are investigated on the steels considered. 

• Applications  

As applications of the off-core path model proposed in this thesis, two main situations 
are considered where the ZS characteristic of transformers is of importance, which are 
as follows: 

o Transformers subjected to GIC during geomagnetic disturbances 
o Transformers under asymmetrical operation/faults 

1.3 Research context  

This PhD work is a part of a larger co-operative project (between electrical utilities, TSOs, 
industry, and the Research Council of Norway) entitled ‘Electromagnetic Transients in 
Future Power Systems’, which was a “Knowledge-building project with user involvement” 
(KMB) in the terminology of the Research Council of Norway. The focus of the KMB 
project was put on the development of computational tools and procedures covering several 
key components that were considered to be essential in the future power systems, including 
power transformers, cables, circuit breakers and instrument transformers.  

The present PhD work falls under ‘Non-linear and hysteretic transformer modeling’ sub-
project (of the KMB project) where the original objective was to enhance the modeling of 
power transformers for the simulation of low-frequency transient in EMTP-type simulation 
tools. A dual circuit model of transformers including its different variants was considered for 
further improvements in terms of non-linear and hysteretic core model as well as zero 
sequence and the off-core flux paths modeling. The latter is the topic of this PhD work.  

1.4 Thesis structure 

The thesis is structured in eight chapters as stated in the following: 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

Zero sequence modeling of transformers and its importance in power system analysis are 
reviewed in this chapter. The scope of this current work and the structure of the thesis with a 
summary of publications resulted from the research work are given in this introductory 
chapter.  
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Chapter 2 Background 

This chapter reviews the literature with respect to the previous attempts in zero sequence 
modeling of the transformers. In addition, the motivations for further works on the topic are 
presented and discussed.  

Chapter 3 Modeling of the off-core flux path 

The model proposed for the off-core flux path is presented in this chapter. This model 
includes electric and thermal equivalent circuits, which are coupled through the losses 
generated in the wall. The electric circuit is topologically correct, as obtained from the 
magnetic circuit of the off-core flux paths using duality transformation.  

Chapter 4 Tests and measurements 

The electric and magnetic measurements performed on the steel specimens of the tank 
walls are presented in this chapter. It then provides with the results of ZS impedance tests 
performed on sample transformers, which are used for benchmarking of the model presented 
in Chapter 3.   

Chapter 5 Evaluation and discussion on the parameters  

This chapter presents evaluations and discussions on the model parameters through simple 
2D-FEM simulations. A number of tuning factors are introduced in order to fit the model to 
the FEM simulation results. These tuning factors are of key importance, which result from 
describing the wall with one-dimensional magnetic diffusion equation.       

Chapter 6 Benchmarking of the off-core model 

The model described and discussed in the previous chapters is used to be benchmarked by 
a sample transformer, which is fully experimentally identified in terms of zero sequence 
impedances and losses, as presented in Chapter 4.   

Chapter 7 Applications 

This chapter presents the use of the off-core model in the simulation of two main 
applications targeted in this thesis including transformers subjected to DC biasing, and 
transformers operation under unbalanced conditions.  

The impact of the off-core flux paths on the consequences of a GIC event is discussed 
through the simulation results (in terms of harmonics, reactive power consumption, losses, 
and magnetizing currents) of a sample transformer.  

In addition, unbalanced operation of transformers with a detailed model for the off-core 
flux path is studied through the simulation results of a sample transformer; considering two 
unbalanced situations for the primary and secondary sides.         

Chapter 8 Conclusions and future works 

 This chapter concludes the research work performed in this thesis, highlighting important 
results of the simulations and discussions.  

It follows with suggestions for the future works that can further improve the model in 
terms of the calculation of parameters and extension of the model.   
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1.5 List of publications 

List of papers presenting the results of this work including conference and journal papers 
are as follows:  

• Conference proceedings 
 

1. Abbas Lotfi, Hans Kr. Høidalen, N. Chiesa, E. Rahimpour, ‘Calculation of Off-core 
Inductances in dual-circuit model of transformer’, Power System Computational 
Conference (PSCC), 2014, Wroclaw, Poland. 

This paper presents a calculation approach based on 2D-FEM for the off-core inductances 
assuming that the tank steel has linear magnetic properties. The approach proposed can be 
used for calculation of linear inductances representing the oil gap between the active part and 
the tank. Reducing the computational burden of the 3D-FEM by means of equivalent 2D-
FEM analysis has been excluded from the scope of the work; thus, the method of calculation 
discussed in this paper is not included in the current thesis. However, the approach based on 
3D-FEM for calculation of the off-core inductance, which was used to verify the results 
obtained from adopting a 2D-FEM based approach, is presented in the current PhD thesis.  

My contribution to the aforementioned paper includes: 

- Making 3D-FEM based model of a 300 kVA 3-phase, 3-legged transformer 
(as a case object) and doing simulations to obtain inductance matrix 

- Implementing the required routine and code in MATLAB to calculate the off-
core inductance from the inductance matrix obtained from 3D-FEA 

- Making 2D-FEM based models of the case object to be used in calculation of 
the off-core inductance 

- Implementing the required routine and code in MATLAB to calculate the off-
core inductance using the simulation results of 2D-FEM 

2. N. Chiesa, Abbas Lotfi, Hans Kr. Høidalen, B. Mork, Ø. Rui, T. Ohnstad, ‘Five leg 
transformer model for GIC studies’, International Power System Transient 
conference (IPST), 2013, Vancouver, Canada. 

The main purpose of this paper is to study the GIC impact on 5-legged 3-phase 
transformers in terms of reactive power losses, magnetizing current and its harmonics as well 
as the false operation of the protection relays. The transformer is simulated with the use of a 
hybrid transformer model where the off-core inductance is considered with a linear inductor. 
The sensitivity of the results to the off-core inductance is studied. As the results show, the 
off-core inductance has an influence on the reactive power consumed and maximum 
magnetizing current. 

My contribution to this paper includes: 

- Making a 3D-FEM model for a 5-legged 3-phase transformer used as the case 
object of the paper 
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- Implementing the required routine and code in MATLAB to calculate the off-
core inductance using the simulation results of 3D-FEM 

 
• Journal Papers  

 
1. Abbas Lotfi, Hans Kr. Høidalen, N. Chiesa, ‘Effect of DC biasing in 3-legged 3-

phase transformers taking detailed model of off-core path into account’, Electric 
Power System Research, Vol. 138, 2016. 

This paper presents the detailed off-core path model as proposed in this thesis (excluding 
the thermal model of the tank) for simulating of a 3-phase, 3-legged transformer subjected to 
GIC (based on Chapters 3 and 7 of the current thesis). In addition, a comparison is made 
between the presented model and a simpler model with only a single linear inductor.  

My contribution to this paper includes: 

- Making a 3D-FEM based model of a 300 kVA 3-phase, 3-legged transformer 
(case object) and doing simulations to obtain the inductance matrix 

- Implementing the required routine and code in MATLAB to calculate the off-
core inductance using the inductance matrix obtained from 3D-FEA 

- Implementing the proposed dual circuit model of the case object including a 
detailed off-core flux path model in ATPDraw and doing the simulations 

2. Abbas Lotfi, Hans Kr. Høidalen, E. Agheb, A. Nysveen, ‘Characterization of the 
magnetic losses in the transformer tank’, IEEE Trans. Magnetics, Vol. 52, Issue 5, 
2015. 

This paper presents a version of Chapter 4 of the current thesis including magnetic 
measurements performed on the tank steel samples. Different loss mechanisms are studied 
through experimental and calculations results.    

My contribution to this paper includes: 

- Performing electric and magnetic measurements on the tank steel samples 
using the measurement system of MPG 100D, AC–DC and a single-sheet 
tester specifically designed for the flat and thick (up to 6 mm) samples 

- Implementing the required routine and code in MATLAB/SIMULINK to 
calculate the classical and excess losses 
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Chapter 2  
Background 

 

2.1 Method of symmetrical components  
In order to analyze transformers in unbalanced operations, the traditional method of 

symmetrical components with phase sequence characteristics of 3-phase transformers is used 
[21] [1]. In this concept, three single-phase equivalent circuits of positive sequence (PS), 
negative sequence (NS) and zero sequence (ZS) are identified that are interconnected for a 
specific unbalanced situation [22]. Using symmetrical equivalent circuits (constructed with 
symmetrical impedances), symmetrical components of voltages and currents are calculated, 
from which the actual phase currents and voltages can be obtained. Based on the flux paths 
of each phase sequence, PS and NS impedances are equal but differ from ZS impedances. 
The single-phase equivalent circuits based on the symmetrical impedances as seen from the 
windings are the simplest low frequency models of transformers.    

Two types of ZS impedances are distinguished as magnetizing (termed as Open Circuit 
Zero Sequence OC-ZS impedance) and short circuit (termed as Short Circuit Zero Sequence 
SC-ZS impedance) impedances. Winding connections and core construction determine ZS 
impedances [2]. From the winding perspective, Y-connected winding with grounded neutral 
point can only carry a ZS current that returns through the ground conductor. D- and Y-
connected (with no grounded neutral point) windings lead to an open circuit in the lines. 
However, the ZS current can circulate in the D-connected windings when there is a ZS 
driving voltage induced from the other winding [1]. In this case, the D-connected winding is 
in fact a short circuit from the ZS point of view. 
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From the core perspective, 5-legged core design provides a return path for the ZS flux in 
the core through the outer legs leading to a low reluctance and thus high magnetizing ZS 
impedance in the same range as magnetizing PS impedance.  

There is no such return path in the 3-legged core design, where the ZS flux path is closed 
through the off-core paths. Hence, the reluctance is relatively higher, leading to lower 
magnetizing ZS impedance [1] [2]. Since the off-core flux path involves the tank walls, 
considerations on the tank wall design including magnetic shunts and magnetic shields will 
also affect the magnetizing ZS impedances [1]. Magnetic shunts are made of core steel 
laminations that provide a low reluctance path bypassing the tank walls. Magnetic shields are 
made of electric conductors such as copper that can be considered as a one turn winding 
encompassing all three phases. The current induced in the shield by the resultant off-core 
flux will balance the amp-turn and the flux will be confined between the excited windings 
and the shield.    

In the ZS impedance test setup, the terminals of the windings from which the test is 
performed (either HV or LV where possible) are connected together (common connection 
point CCP) and a single-phase voltage is applied between the CCP and the neutral point. 
Measuring the current at the common point, the impedance is calculated [23] [24]. It must be 
noted that the ZS test voltage level should be controlled to prevent any temperature rise in 
the metallic parts and the tank from exceeding the maximum permissible values, particularly 
in a 3-legged core design. This ensures no thermal issues in the insulations of transformers 
during the ZS tests. Considerations of transformers with different vector groups as well as 
the influence of the tertiary D-connected winding on the ZS impedance measurements are 
discussed in [25], [26], [27] [28], [29], [30], [31],  and [32].  

Calculation and evaluation of ZS impedances, as used in the method of symmetrical 
components, have been the topic of many papers published in journals, conference 
proceedings and technical reports. As investigated, numerical methods have been the most 
useful approaches in the calculation of ZS impedances. The validity of the finite element 
method (FEM) was investigated in [33] (3D-FEM), [34] (2D- and 3D-FEM) and [35] (2D-
FEM) as compared to measurements. In [36], [37] and [38], 2D-FEM model of transformers 
and reactors including the tank was built for ZS analysis in terms of impedance calculation 
and heating analysis in the walls.  

In addition, estimation approaches for ZS impedance determination based on the extensive 
test results have been presented and discussed in the literature [2] [25] [39].  

Discrepancies in the ZS impedances seen from different sides of a transformer due to the 
arrangement of the windings and thus different flux paths are comprehensively addressed in 
[40] [39] [41]. 

Generally speaking, models of transformers based on the method of symmetrical 
components are the most beneficial for use in system-level analysis. However, the 
calculation of ZS impedances is complex and requires numerical methods. These models 
normally include linear ZS impedances resulting from the tests report or the calculations at 
one single point of excitation and ambient condition. Therefore, they are not topologically 
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correct and some important issues such as magnetic coupling between the phases and the 
tanks, actual location of the losses in the electric equivalent circuit, effect of temperature and 
the non-linearity of the ZS flux paths are missing, which leads to a loss of accuracy.  

As suggested in the literature, equivalent circuits based on topologically correct 
representation of the magnetic structure of transformers are the most suitable models for low 
frequency transient studies including unbalanced operations and non-linear behaviors [42] 
[43] [44] [45]. Figure 2.1 depicts a dual circuit model for 3-phase 3-legged 2-winding 
transformers where the black boxes represent the core legs and yokes, linear inductances of 
LCL represents the gap between the innermost winding and the core, LLH represents the 
leakage channel between the two windings, and LOff-core the off-core flux paths.  

Using a dual circuit similar to Figure 2.1 with a proper representation of the off-core flux 
path, ZS characteristics of transformer can be studied for different situations of windings 
connections and arrangements. The following section reviews dual circuit models in the 
literature, with an emphasis on the off-core flux path representation.  

 
Figure  2.1 Topologically correct equivalent circuit of 3-phase 3-legged transformers based on duality 
transformation  

2.2 Dual circuit model of transformer, the off-core flux path 

Dual circuit models have had extensive development from the first ideas [46] [47] [48] to 
the advanced variations presented in the recent years [49] [50] [51]. Key research works in 
topology-based transformer modeling published before 2005 are reviewed in [44]. 

Overviewing those works shows that the off-core flux path is introduced as a non-linear 
branch; however, to simplify the models based on the intended applications it is either 
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neglected or represented as a linear inductor (which is normally identified through the OC-
ZS impedance test) [52] [45] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58].  

In the papers published since 2005, different aspects of the dual circuit models are 
extensively improved as briefly summarized in the following: 

• Hybrid transformer model is introduced by B. Mork, et al. in the two-part paper [59] 
and [60] that was later implemented in ATPDraw and called XFMR [61]. The model 
consists of a short-circuit network (that includes winding resistances and inverse 
leakage inductances detailed in [62] and [63]) connected to the topologically correct 
core dual circuit through fictitious infinitely thin windings at the surface of the core 
legs. The frequency dependent resistances are described with Foster circuits. The 
capacitive effects are described with a capacitance matrix at the windings terminals. 
Further developments are performed on the core and the short-circuit sections, as 
presented in [64] and [65]. The off-core path is considered to be as a linear inductor in 
this model without taking into account the tank. Furthermore, the off-core inductor is 
connected to the innermost fictitious windings at the core surface instead of its true 
place, the outermost windings.  

• To overcome the numerical instability issue caused by negative inductance in the 
equivalent circuit of the 3-winding transformers, a circuit derived from the principle 
of duality is presented in [66].  

• A dual reversible single phase transformer model is presented in [67] where the off-
core flux path is first introduced with a non-linear inductor; however, the circuit is 
later simplified in the paper and unified with the non-linear inductor of the yoke.  

• A duality-based model of 3-phase transformer including eddy current effects in the 
windings is presented in [68]. The off-core flux path is considered imprecisely with 
linear and non-linear inductors for both the tank walls and the oil gaps, and there is no 
attempt to detail them.     

• The paper [69] presents an interesting approach in the representation of the zero 
sequence characteristic of 3-legged, 3-phase transformers in the recent years. The 
model is based on the magnetic circuit of the transformer where each flux path is 
represented with proper linear reluctances for leakage channels and non-linear 
reluctances for the core and tank wall. The off-core path consists of three components; 
the leakage off-core reluctance representing the gap between the active part and the 
tank wall, the reluctance linking the core to the wall, as well as the tank wall. The first 
two are linear reluctances and the last is non-linear. It is assumed that the flux 
enters/exits the wall through single points and flows in the vertical direction. The tank 
wall is considered as being a belt of steel encompassing the active part. In the 
magnetic formulation of the wall, a static hysteresis model [70] is used to relate flux 
density (B) to flux intensity (H) in each subdivision of the wall thickness. The off-
core model inputs include magnetic/electric characteristics and dimensions of the tank 
steel. The linear inductances are estimated through fitting the model to the given OC-
ZS impedance test results.  
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The tank losses, temperature influence of the wall, the precise effect of the multiple 
flux entrance points, the tank cover and bottom potential effects are not discussed in 
the presented model.  
Further development of this model to include the magnetic shunts is presented in [71].  

• The model presented in the two-part paper [72] and [73] introduces a detailed model 
of off-core flux path including the tank, the oil gap, structural parts and the magnetic 
shunts for different types of transformers. Interesting discussions are presented 
regarding the equivalent flux-current characteristics of the off-core path at high 
saturation condition as well as normal operation. The flux fringing when approaching 
the walls is explained and analytical calculations are given to include them in the 
linear inductors of the oil gaps.  
In order to ease the estimation of parameters, a simplified version of this complex off-
core network is used later in the paper where the walls, the cover and the bottom are 
merged and represented with a non-linear inductor in parallel to a non-linear 
resistance and a linear inductor. This leads to missing of the topologically true 
features of the tank model and loss of accuracy when the walls, bottom and cover 
have different electric, magnetic or thermal properties. Furthermore, the magnetic 
coupling between the phases through the walls encompassing the active part is 
neglected. The temperature influence is not taken into account in the presented model, 
which could affect the losses and the ZS impedance, particularly at higher excitations. 
This may lead to an inaccuracy when simulating situations other than the test results, 
which are used for the model identification. Although the fringing of the linking air 
flux when approaching the tank walls has been comprehensively discussed, the 
formulas developed for the effective length and effective area of the oil gap are based 
on infinite magnetic permeability for the wall without considering the effect of the 
wall’s electric conductivity in the flux distribution. It must be noted that the magnetic 
permeability and electric conductivity of the tank steel both influence the flux fringing 
near the wall. 
It is concluded that the curve of the ZS impedance versus voltage at lower voltages is 
primarily due to the structural metallic parts that saturate at noticeably lower 
excitations. This should be carefully considered and should be extended to all 
transformers. As will be shown in this thesis, even with no structural steels like tie-
bars and the core clamps, the ZS impedance is given a similar peaked shape 
(increasing at lower and decreasing at higher voltages), which is due to the field 
dependent magnetic characteristics of the tank steel at lower voltages. 

• Complementary guidelines are given in [50] on the off-core flux path modeling, 
paying special attention to the tank effects based on the major works of [69], [72] and 
[73].  The discrepancies in the conclusion on the significance of the tank and the 
structural steels in ZS characteristics of transformers are addressed. Some other issues 
such as the need for testing of the models in terms of the zero sequence losses and the 
models adequacy at the higher frequencies are also discussed.  
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2.3 Thermal modeling of the tank walls 

A comprehensive overview on thermal modeling of power transformers can be found in 
the CIGRE technical brochure 659 [74] and in the review paper of [75]. A thermal network 
model is one of the widely used approaches in the thermal analysis of transformers where a 
thermal equivalent circuit is built with lumped elements corresponding to the heat transfer 
paths. This concept is based on the thermal-electrical analogy, namely resistors representing 
the thermal resistance, capacitors representing the thermal capacitance, voltage sources 
representing the temperature, and current sources representing the heat sources (losses). The 
complexity of the models depends on the intended application and the tank is not separately 
considered in most dynamic thermal models such as hot spot temperature and top oil 
temperature models [75].    

In a few thermal circuit models, the tank is considered as being a thermal node connected 
to the either sides through linear thermal resistances [76] [77]. However, the losses generated 
in the tank walls as well as the coupling of heat transfer problem to the electromagnetic 
problem are not considered.  

2.4 Research gaps in the off-core flux path models 

As explained, only two major works have been presented in representation of the off-core 
flux path [69] [72] and further investigations are still required to bridge the following gaps in 
the existing models. 

 Zero sequence losses in 3-legged 3-phase transformers 
Although it is repeatedly mentioned that the losses in the tank (and other metallic 
parts) are of importance, this is not properly considered in the dual circuit models 
yet.  

 Differences between the ZS impedances as seen from different windings of a 
transformer and its potential influence on the dual circuit parameters are not 
considered in the past works. 

 In the papers reviewed, there has been a lack of data regarding the electromagnetic 
properties of the tank steel necessitating comprehensive magnetic tests on typical 
tank steels. 

 Thermal effects of the tank walls in the ZS characteristics of transformers and their 
modeling considerations are lacking in previous research.  

 Influence of tank wall design such as plain walls and corrugated walls on the ZS 
characteristics of transformers is not properly discussed in the literature. 

 How to consider the walls as a boundary condition if it is decided to skip the walls 
in the modeling process? How close is the behavior of the tank walls to the flux-
tangential boundary condition or to the flux-normal boundary condition? 

The model presented in this PhD thesis is a development of the model proposed in [69] in 
order to address the issues listed above.  
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Chapter 3  
Modeling of the off-core flux path 

 

 Electromagnetic modeling  3.1

Since ZS flux does not have a return path inside the core, it leaves the core and returns via 
the tank and the non-magnetic oil gap. Figure  3.1-a shows the physical structure of these off-
core flux paths. The magnetic circuit of the physical paths and its electric dual are shown in 
Figure  3.1-b and Figure  3.1-c where the magnetic reluctances Ɽ1 through Ɽ5 with their 
electric duals of the inductors L1 through L5 represent the paths Ƥ1 through Ƥ5. The non-
linear branches representing the tank wall, cover and bottom are composed of Cauer-like 
ladder circuits that will be developed in the following sub-sections.     

The tank encompassing the active part is magnetically coupled to the windings. This is 
considered in Figure  3.1-c with ideal transformers (with turn ratio of one) connecting each 
tank element to the linear inductors of the oil gap.  

Figure  3.2 shows the overall model (of a 3-legged transformer) where the off-core 
equivalent circuit is added to the conventional dual circuit of the windings and the core. As 
can be seen, the tank wall is coupled to the phases and connected in delta (this also applies 
the tank cover and bottom). To make the figure readable, the circuit of cover and bottom is 
not shown. In the overall circuit, the LCL represents the gap between the innermost winding 
and the core leg and the LLH represents the leakage inductance between two windings. The 
core branches shown with black boxes can be modeled with varieties of parallel R-L 
equivalent circuits or more complex hysteretic inductor [78] [70].  
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a) Physical flux paths b) Magnetic circuit 

 

c) Electric equivalent circuit, ideal transformers have turn ratio of one 

 Figure  3.1 Off-core flux path, equivalent dual circuit development 
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3.1.1 Electrical equivalent circuit of the tank wall 

Considering the wall as a base study, a Cauer-like equivalent circuit is developed to 
represent the tank steel of the wall replacing the black box in Figure  3.1-c. The bottom and 
cover will have similar circuits obtained in the same fashion. The voltage 𝑣𝑡 induced in the 
wall is considered as being the electric input driving the current 𝑖𝑡 considered as to be the 
electric output of the circuit (see Figure  3.2).  

Assuming that the flux enters and exits the tank walls through single points and flows in 
one direction, the magnetic diffusion equation is reduced to one dimension, as stated in (3.1) 
[79]. To obtain the equivalent circuit, this one-dimensional form of magnetic diffusion 
equation is solved using finite difference method. Figure  3.3 shows the tank wall and the 
coordinate system used to formulate the equations. The electric (Ei) and magnetic fields (Hi) 
are attenuated along the x-axis from inner to outer surfaces.  

 
where 𝜎 is the conductivity and 𝑃 is the penetration direction of H (magnetic flux intensity), 
and B is the magnetic flux density.     
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Figure  3.3 Electric and magnetic field orientation assumed for the tank walls 

The wall thickness (𝑡𝑡) is discretized into (𝑛 − 1) layers in which the flux density is 
uniformly distributed. Relation of H and B in each internal layer is described by (3.2) using 
second-order central difference for the space derivative [69]. 

 
where 𝐵𝑖 and 𝐻𝑖 are respectively the magnetic flux density and flux intensity at layer i, and 
∆𝑃 is the thickness of each layer (∆𝑃 = 𝑡𝑡

𝑐−1
). Using the Neumann boundary condition at the 

𝜕2𝐵
𝜕𝑒2

= 𝜎 𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑡

  (3.1)  
 

𝑑𝐵𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐵𝑖−1−2𝐵𝑖+𝐵𝑖+1
𝜎𝛥𝑒2

, 𝑖 = 2, … ., 𝑛 − 1  (3.2) 
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inner surface, the electric (𝐸1) and magnetic (𝐻1) fields can be expressed by (3.3).  

 
where 𝐻2 is the magnetic field at layer 2. Using the relation 𝐸1 = 𝑣𝑡 𝑁𝑙𝑡⁄ , it follows:   

 
where 𝑙𝑡 is the length of the current path (as an example, for the wall of plain type, it is equal 
to the wall circumference), 𝑣𝑡 is the voltage induced in the tank and 𝑁 is the turn number of 
the winding from which the tank is seen. 

In the same fashion as used for 𝐸1, the electric field at the outer surface (𝐸𝑐) can be 
expressed by: 

 
Moreover, 𝐸𝑐 can be associated with the flux beyond the tank wall through (3.6) [69]: 

 
where 𝜑0𝑡 is the flux beyond the tank and Ɽ0𝑡 is the reluctance of that flux path given by 
classical equation of Ɽ0𝑡 = ℎ𝑡 𝜇0𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑡⁄  [69] whereas 𝜇0 is the magnetic permeability of free 
space.  

Substituting (3.5) in (3.6), the other boundary equation is obtained as (3.7).  

 
Based on the equations given above, an equivalent circuit can be realized to be used in 

EMTP-like programs. Starting with 𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖 ∙ ℎ𝑡/𝑁 for each discretized layer, (3.4) can be re-
written as circuital form: 

 
where 𝑖1 =  𝑖𝑡 is the current induced in the wall. It is explicit that 𝑅 = 𝑁2𝑙𝑡 (𝜎∆𝑃ℎ𝑡⁄ ) is the 
electric resistance of each layer referred to the side of the winding excited. (3.8) can be 
realized by a circuit, as shown in Figure  3.4-a.  

Multiplying both sides of (3.2) by 𝑙𝑡 ∙ ∆𝑃 and doing some manipulation, the flux of each 
layer can be expressed as follows:  

 
Realization of the flux 𝜑𝑖 with an inductor, giving the voltage notation of 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑖+1 to 

the nodes of inductors and assuming that 𝑅 is connected between each node and the circuit 
common node, (3.9) can be re-written as: 

σE1=- ∂H1
∂x

= H1-H2
∆𝑒

→ H1 = (σ∆𝑃)E1 + H2   (3.3) 
 

𝐻1 = 𝜎∆𝑒
𝑁𝑐𝑡

𝑣𝑡 + 𝐻2    (3.4) 
 

𝜎𝐸𝑐 = −𝜕𝐵𝑐
𝜕𝑒

= 𝐵𝑐−1−𝐵𝑐
∆𝑒

  (3.5) 

 

𝐸𝑐 = 1
𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝜑0𝑡
𝑑𝑡

= 1
𝑐𝑡

𝑑
𝑑𝑡
�ℎ𝑡𝐵𝑐
Ɽ0𝑡

� = 1
𝑐𝑡

ℎ𝑡
Ɽ0𝑡

�𝑑𝐵𝑐
𝑑𝑡
�  (3.6) 

 

𝑑𝐵𝑐
𝑑𝑡

= Ɽ0𝑡
𝜎∆𝑒

𝑐𝑡
ℎ𝑡

(𝐻𝑐−1 − 𝐻𝑐)  (3.7) 
 

𝑣𝑡 = 𝑁2𝑐𝑡
𝜎∆𝑒ℎ𝑡

(𝑖1 − 𝑖2) = 𝑅(𝑖1 − 𝑖2)  (3.8) 
 

𝑑𝜑𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑐𝑡∙∆𝑒
𝜎∆𝑒2 (𝐻𝑖−1 − 2𝐻𝑖 + 𝐻𝑖+1) → 𝑑𝜆𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑁2𝑐𝑡

𝜎∆𝑒∙ℎ𝑡
(𝑖𝑖−1 − 2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑖𝑖+1)  

= 𝑅(𝑖𝑖−1 − 2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑖𝑖+1)   
(3.9)  
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An equivalent circuit synthesized from (3.9) and (3.11) is shown in Figure  3.4-b. The 𝜆 − 𝑖 

characteristic of the non-linear inductances is expressed by: 

 
where 𝑓𝐵𝐵 describes the relationship between B and H.  

Finally, multiplying both sides of (3.7) by ℎ𝑡, the circuital relation of (3.12) is obtained 
which is realized by the circuit shown in Figure  3.4-c. 

 
where 𝐿0𝑡 is corresponding to Ɽ0𝑡.  

Connecting all sub-circuits together, the equivalent circuit of the tank wall is obtained as 
shown in Figure  3.5.  

The tank cover and bottom will have similar equivalent circuit with, however, different 
dimensional parameters and material properties.  

 
Figure  3.4 Realization of: a) inner b) middle, and c) outer layer of the discretized tank wall 
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Figure  3.5 Detailed equivalent circuit of the tank elements 

3.1.2 Implementation of the tank model in MATLAB-SIMULINK 

The model of the tank wall stated in  3.1.1 is implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK as 
explained in the following (see Figure  3.6). SIMULINK as a graphical environment for time 
domain simulation of dynamic systems enables rapid construction of multi-discipline 
models. It provides an easy-to-present advantage using the blocks building up the model and 
the signals flow paths. All input parameters and non-linear characteristics can be called from 
an m-file to SIMULINK environment that makes the sensitivity analysis to be as easy as 
scripting approaches.  

𝑑𝜆𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑅(𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝑖𝑖) − 𝑅(𝑖𝑖 − 𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝑒𝑖 − 𝑒𝑖+1  (3.10) 
 

𝜆𝑖 = 𝑁 ∙ ∆𝑃 ∙ 𝑙𝑡 ∙ 𝑓𝐵𝐵(𝑁
ℎ𝑡
𝑖𝑖)  (3.11) 

 

𝑁2

Ɽ0𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑐
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑁2𝑐𝑡
𝜎∆𝑒∙ℎ𝑡

(𝑖𝑐−1 − 𝑖𝑐) → 𝐿0𝑡
𝑑𝑖𝑐
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑅(𝑖𝑐−1 − 𝑖𝑐)  (3.12) 
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 a)                         b)                            c) 
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1. As previously explained, the 𝑣𝑡 is the voltage induced in the tank which drives the 
current 𝑖𝑡 in the tank, both referred to the winding excited.  

2. The voltage 𝑣𝑡 is an electric input and the current 𝑖𝑡 (as well as time derivative of 𝑖𝑡: 
𝑑𝑖𝑡/𝑑𝑡) is an electric output of the model. In addition, distribution of the magnetic 
flux density (Bdis) and flux intensity (Hdis) across the wall are of magnetic outputs 
(Figure  3.6-a).  

3. The first layer block diagram and how the inputs and outputs are connected to the 
rest parameters are shown in Figure  3.6-b and Figure  3.6-f.  

4. Block diagrams of the last layer with the respective equation implementation are 
shown in Figure  3.6-c and Figure  3.6-e.  

5. Implementation of (3.2) for the inner layers is shown in Figure  3.6-d. The look-up 
table relating B and H contains the single-value B-H normal curve of the wall steel.  

 
a) The model block, inputs and outputs 

 
b) The first layer and connection points 

 
c) The last layer, inputs and outputs 
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d) Implementation of (3.2)   

 
e) Implementation of (3.7) 

 
f) Implementation of (3.3)  

Figure  3.6 Implementation of the discretized model of the tank in MATLAB-SIMULINK, ‘sigma’ is 
the tank steel conductivity denoted with 𝜎 in the formulations 

3.1.3 Excess losses  

The equivalent circuit in Figure  3.5 is developed from a Maxwell equation assuming that 
the magnetic material is homogeneous containing no grains or magnetic domains. The loss 
calculated from this equivalent circuit so-called classical eddy current loss is normally lower 
than the measured value even if an accurate hysteresis model is used to relate B and H in the 
formulations. The difference between the measured loss and calculated classical eddy current 
loss is called excess loss (anomalous loss) [80] [81] [82].  
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The magnetic field corresponding to the excess losses can be expressed by (3.13) [83] 
[70].  

 
where 𝐻𝑒𝑒𝑐 is the magnetic field representing the excess losses, 𝑔(𝐵) is the fitting parameter 
that is a function of magnetic flux density. The 𝑔(𝐵) can be determined from the magnetic 
measurements as presented in Section  4.1.4.  

In a macroscopic perspective, space average magnetic flux density (𝐵𝑎) is used in (3.13) 
instead of pointwise B. The 𝐵𝑎 is related to the voltage 𝑣𝑡 through (3.14). 

 
Using (3.13) and (3.14), it follows: 

 
where 𝐻𝑎_𝑒𝑒𝑐 is the macroscopic magnetic field of excess losses that can be related to its 
electric dual (𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑐) through 𝐻𝑎_𝑒𝑒𝑐 = 𝑁

ℎ𝑡
𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑐. Substituting in (3.15), follows that:  

 

where 𝑔′(𝐵𝑎) = � ℎ𝑡
𝑁𝑐𝑡
�

0.5 𝑔(𝐵𝑟)
𝑁

.  

The equation (3.16) can be realized with a non-linear resistance at the terminal of the 
equivalent circuit, as shown in Figure  3.7-a. The equations (3.14) and (3.16) are 
implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK as shown in Figure  3.7-b. The classical eddy current 
is denoted with 𝑖𝑐𝑐, excess current with 𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑐 and the total current becomes 𝑖𝑡 = 𝑖𝑐𝑐 + 𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑐.   

𝐻𝑒𝑒𝑐 = 𝑔(𝐵) �𝑑𝐵
𝑑𝑡
�
0.5

  (3.13) 
 

𝐵𝑎 = 1
𝑁𝑐𝑡ℎ𝑡

∫ 𝑣𝑡 𝑑𝑡 →
𝑑𝐵𝑟
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑐𝑡
𝑁𝑐𝑡ℎ𝑡

   (3.14) 
 

𝐻𝑎_𝑒𝑒𝑐 = 𝑔(𝐵𝑟)
(𝑁𝑐𝑡ℎ𝑡)0.5 |𝑣𝑡|0.5  (3.15) 

 

𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑐 = 𝑔′(𝐵)|𝑣𝑡|0.5  (3.16) 
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Figure  3.7 Equivalent circuit of the tank wall including the excess losses model 

3.2 Thermal modeling  

As repeatedly discussed in previous sections, higher the off-core flux, greater the voltage, 
which is induced in the wall driving a large amount of current into the wall. This generates 
Joule losses that can lead to considerable temperature rises in the tank steel. This 
temperature can easily reach beyond 100 ̊C in power transformers [84] [85]. As a result of 
such high temperatures, the electric conductivity of the tank steel decreases dramatically 
compared to the cold condition influencing the magnetic behavior of the wall in terms of 
flux penetration depth and losses. This necessitates thermal modeling of the tank walls, as 
presented in the following section.  

3.2.1 Thermal equivalent circuit 

Figure  3.8 illustrates the heat transfer from the plain wall where 𝑃𝑡 is the heat generated in 
the wall due to the Joule losses. Since the heat 𝑃𝑡 is not distributed uniformly in the wall, the 
temperature may vary from the inner to outer surface. However, the Biot number, which is 
defined as the ratio of heat convection from the wall surface to the heat conduction through 

dφi/dt

+

-

Vt R R R R

ei ei+1+           -

Lair

e1 enit icl

Classical Eddy Losses modelExcess Losses model

iexc

 
a) Equivalent circuit  

 
 

 

b) Implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK 

(3.16) 

 

(3.14) Polynomial function of 𝑔′𝐵(𝐵𝑎)  
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the wall, is normally very small due to relatively high convective heat transfer coefficient at 
both inner and outer surfaces, high thermal conductivity of the steel and small characteristic 
length of the wall [86]. The characteristic length is defined as ratio of the volume to the area 
normal to the heat transfer direction. For the plates (like the tank walls), this is equal to the 
plate thickness. The temperature difference across the plate thickness can be neglected for 
the Biot numbers less than 0.1 (which is normally the case for the tank walls) [87]. This 
means that the wall can be considered as a thermal node.  

As an example, for a wall with characteristic length of 3 mm, the convective heat transfer 
coefficient of 5 W/(m2.K) and thermal conductivity of 43 W/(m.K), the Biot number 
becomes 3.5×10-4. 

Figure  3.9 shows a thermal equivalent circuit for the model of Figure  3.8. The quantity 𝑇𝑖 
represents the convective thermal resistance to the oil. The 𝑇𝑐𝑐 and 𝑇𝑐𝑟 represent the 
convective and radiative thermal resistances to the ambient. The 𝜃𝑐𝑖𝑐, 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 and 𝑃𝑡 together 
with physical properties of the air, oil and the wall steel are considered as inputs. The oil 
temperature can be further calculated from a detailed thermal model including the winding 
and core losses that is out of scope of this thesis. In this thesis, the oil temperature is 
considered constant as an average of top-oil and bottom-oil temperatures for the wall thermal 
model, as bottom-oil temperature for the bottom thermal model, and top-oil temperature for 
the cover thermal model. The thermal resistances are non-linear, temperature dependent as 
will be further discussed in  3.3.2. 

 
Figure  3.8 Heat transfer through the wall, the 𝜃𝑐𝑖𝑐 and 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏are the oil and ambient temperatures 
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Figure  3.9 Thermal equivalent circuit of the wall 

The circuit of Figure  3.9 can be implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK, as shown in 
Figure  3.10 (that is based on nodal heat conservative equation), where the look-up tables 
contain the heat transfer characteristics as curves of the oil-wall and the air-wall temperature 

𝜃𝑐𝑖𝑐 

𝑃𝑡 

𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 
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differences versus the heat dissipated due to the convection and the radiation mechanism. 
Calculation approaches of these thermal characteristics are stated in Section  3.2.2. 

The presented thermal model is also appropriate for use for the corrugated walls as well. 
The impact of the corrugation is primarily on the thermal resistances due to the extension of 
the wall surface facilitating the heat transfer to the ambient. 

There is a two-way coupling between the thermal circuit (Figure  3.9) and the electric 
equivalent circuit (Figure  3.7) through the wall losses (𝑃𝑡) and the wall temperature (𝜃𝑡) as 
explained in the following: 

1. The circuits start with an initial 𝜃𝑡 which is calculated with 𝑃𝑡 = 0 assumption. This 
initial value is set in the integrator block as seen in Figure  3.10 (Right).  

2. Once 𝑃𝑡 is generated in the wall, 𝜃𝑡 starts increasing, which is used to update the wall 
steel conductivity.  

3. The electric and thermal circuits run simultaneously and the temperature, losses and 
electric conductivity of the wall are updated at each time step of simulation.       

 

Figure  3.10 Implementation of thermal model in MATLAB-SIMULINK, Left: the overall block, 
Right: the governing equations implementation inside the Thermal Model block     

3.2.2 Calculation approach of the thermal characteristics 

3.2.2.1 Convective heat transfer  

The focus of the thermal model introduced in Section   3.2.1 is only on the heat transfer 
from the wall to both the internal and external sides. Only natural convection is considered 
for the wall regardless of the oil cooling system, since:  

• For small and medium power transformers, there is no forced cooling system for both 
internal (the oil) and external coolants (the air).  

• For large power transformers, the cooling of the oil is an independent process where 
the oil is pumped out of the tank and is cooled off through external radiators. The 
influence of the external cooling system is considered in the oil temperature, which is 
considered as an input in the wall thermal model. 
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Figure  3.11 provides an illustration of heat transfer from the wall surface due to 
convection. The wall temperature 𝜃𝑡 drops down to the fluid temperature 𝜃𝑓 dissipating 𝑄 
amount of heat as described with (3.17). 

 
where ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴 is the area normal to the heat flow 
and ∆𝜃 is the temperature difference of the wall and the fluid (𝜃𝑡 − 𝜃𝑓). 

 
Figure  3.11 Convection heat transfer from the wall surface 

  The convective heat transfer coefficient is a function of many different parameters 
including the fluid physical and thermodynamic properties (which are calculated at 𝜃𝑚 =
𝜃𝑡+𝜃𝑓
2

 ) as well as the flow type (laminar or turbulent).  

To determine ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐, empirical correlation between dimensionless numbers of Nusselt 
number (𝑁𝑁) and Rayleigh number 𝑅𝑅 (defined as multiplication of Prandtl number (𝑃𝐺) 
and Grashof number (𝐺𝐺)) is used.  

The Nusselt number is the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer across the wall 
surface defined with (3.18) [86].  

 
where 𝐿𝑐 is the characteristic length, 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. For vertical 
plates, the 𝐿𝑐 is equal to the plate height. For the horizontal plates, the 𝐿𝑐 is calculated as 
(Plate area)/(Plate perimeter). 

The Prandtl number describes the relationships between momentum diffusivity and 
thermal diffusivity defined with (3.19) [86].  

 
where 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat, 𝑘 is thermal conductivity, 𝛾 is kinematic viscosity, 𝜌 is the 
density of the fluid.  

The Grashof number is the ratio of the buoyancy to viscous force acting on a fluid defined 
with (3.20) [86].  

𝑄 = ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴∆𝜃   (3.17) 

 

𝑁𝑁 = ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐿𝑐
𝑘

   (3.18) 

 

𝑃𝐺 = 𝛾𝛾𝑐𝑝
𝑘

   (3.19) 
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where 𝛽 is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid and 𝑔 is acceleration due to the 
earth’s gravity.  

There are different empirical correlations for vertical, horizontal and parallel walls in 
different fluid flow regimes. The walls can be in the form of either plain or corrugated 
vertical walls; however, the bottom and cover are considered as horizontal plates.  

• Vertical wall 

For vertical walls with laminar flow regime, the Nusslet number can be expressed by 
(3.21) [86]. As previously mentioned, the 𝑅𝑅 is defined as 𝐺𝐺 ∙ 𝑃𝐺.   

 
where 𝑁𝑁𝑉 denotes the Nusselt number for vertical wall. Once the 𝑁𝑁𝑉 is calculated with 
(3.21), the convective heat transfer coefficient is obtained by using (3.18).  

• Corrugated vertical wall 

For corrugated walls, the correlation between the Nusselt number (𝑁𝑁𝑠) and the Rayleigh 
number (𝑅𝑅𝑠) is expressed by (3.22) [88] [89]. 

 
whereas 𝑅𝑅𝑠 = 𝛾𝑐𝑝𝑔𝑔∆𝜃𝑆3

𝑘𝛾(𝐿�𝑠)
, 𝐿�𝑠 is defined as 𝐿𝑐

𝑆
 and 𝑆 is the distance between the fins. Once 

𝑁𝑁𝑠 is calculated, the convection coefficient (ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) is obtained with 𝑁𝑁𝑠 = ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑆
𝑘

. 

The extra area due to the fins can be considered in the factor of (1 + 2𝐻�𝑠) where 𝐻�𝑠 = 𝐵𝑓
𝑆

 

and 𝐻𝑓 is the fin height. Multiplying (1+2𝐻�𝑠)ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 by the wall area under the fins and 
temperature difference, the convective heat transferred from the fins is calculated. The wall 
area under the fins is (𝑛𝑓 − 4)𝑆𝐿𝑐 where 𝑛𝑓 is total number of fins on 4 sides of the walls. 

• Horizontal plate 

Correlation between the Nusselt number and the Rayleigh number for horizontal plate is 
expressed by (3.23) for upward-facing, and with (3.24) for downward-facing convection 
[90]. 

 
where 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑝 and 𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑐𝑤𝑐 are the Nusselt numbers in upward and downward convections, 
respectively.    

𝐺𝐺 = 𝑔𝑔𝛾Δ𝜃
𝛾2

𝐿𝑐3   (3.20) 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑉 = 0.678𝑅𝑅0.25( 𝑃𝑟
0.952+𝑃𝑟

)0.25   (3.21) 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑠 = [� 24
𝑅𝑎𝑠
�

2
+ � 1

0.59𝑅𝑎𝑠0.25�
2
]−0.5   (3.22) 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑝 = 0.54𝑅𝑅0.25   (3.23) 

 
𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑐𝑤𝑐 = 0.27𝑅𝑅0.25   (3.24) 
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The outer surface of the bottom and inner surface of the cover are of downward-facing 
convection type. In contrast to this, the inner surface of the bottom and outer surface of the 
cover are of upward-facing convection type.   

Once the Nusselt number is calculated with either (3.23) or (3.24), the convective heat 
transfer coefficient is calculated with (3.18) using appropriate characteristic length. 

The convection coefficient varies with temperature since the physical thermal parameters 
of the coolant fluid are temperature dependent. It can be represented with an exponential 
function such as 𝑅∆𝜃𝑏, and, the heat transferred can be expressed as: 

 
As an example, Figure  3.12 shows the ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 calculated with (3.21) and the fitted to 𝑅∆𝜃𝑏 

(𝑅 = 1.87, 𝜃 = 0.23) for the air-cooled vertical wall with a height of 0.4 m. The air physical 
properties are calculated at the mean temperature of 𝜃𝑚 as given in Appendix 1.  

 

 
Figure  3.12 Heat transfer coefficient for vertical wall cooled-off with air-natural convection 

3.2.2.2 Radiative heat transfer  

Radiative heat transfer is an energy exchange between surfaces having different 
temperatures through electromagnetic waves.  

The radiation is more important when temperature difference between surfaces is 
sufficiently high and the medium in between is sufficiently transparent. In the oil-immersed 
transformers, the radiation within the tank can be neglected; however, from the outer 
surfaces of the tank, it can be significant as calculated with the following formulas.  

• Plain wall 

The heat transferred from the plain wall by the radiation is expressed by (3.26) [86]. 

 
where 𝜖 is the emissivity of the tank surface and 𝜎𝐵 is the Stefan-Boltzman’s constant 

(5.7×10-8 W/m2K4) 𝑇𝑡 and 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 are the tank wall and ambient absolute temperatures in K. 

Expanding the term (𝑇𝑡4 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏4 ), (3.26) can be re-written as: 

3
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𝑄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅∆𝜃𝑏 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ∆𝜃 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ∆𝜃𝑏+1 (3.25) 

 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜖 ∙ 𝜎𝐵 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ (𝑇𝑡4 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏4 )   (3.26) 
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Defining the radiative heat transfer coefficient as ℎ𝑟 = 𝜖 ∙ 𝜎𝐵 ∙ �𝑇𝑡2 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏2 �(𝑇𝑡 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏), 
the above equation can be re-written as: 

 
The emissivity 𝜖 depends on the surface paint color and polishing, and is in the range of 0 

to 1. For tanks and radiators painted with gray color, the emissivity is assumed 0.95 [91]. 

• Corrugated wall 

When the wall is of corrugated type, the reflections from the inner surfaces of the fins 
influence the radiation heat transfer from the wall that is considered in a parameter, i.e. the 
so-called ‘view factor’ denoted as 𝐹𝑓−𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 and calculated with (3.29) [92]. 

 
where 𝐻�𝑠 and 𝐿�𝑠 are defined under the (3.22).  

The heat emitted from each radiator (𝑄𝑓𝑖𝑐) is then calculated with (3.30) [93] [94]. 

 
from which the radiative coefficient is obtained as ℎ𝑟,𝑓𝑖𝑐 = 𝜎𝐵(1+2𝐵�𝑠)�𝑇𝑡2+𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑎

2 �(𝑇𝑡+𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑎)
1−𝜖
𝜖 + 1

𝐹𝑓−𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟

.  

Multiplying the 𝑄𝑓𝑖𝑐 by (𝑛𝑓 − 4) (or multiplying the ℎ𝑟,𝑓𝑖𝑐 by wall area under the fins and 
temperature difference), gives total heat emitted from the wall fins.  

As an example, Figure  3.12 shows a typical ℎ𝑟 as a function of ∆𝜃 for 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 =
20 °C (293 K) and 𝜖 = 0.95. The curve is well fitted to an exponential function of 𝑅𝑒𝑏∆𝜃 (𝑅 
and 𝜃 are fitting parameters) with 𝑅 = 5.475 and 𝜃 = 0.0049. 

 
Figure  3.13 Radiation heat transfer coefficient, markings: calculated values, dashed trace: fitted by 
𝑅𝑒𝑏∆𝜃 with parameters 𝑅 = 5.475 and 𝜃 = 0.0049. 
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𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜖 ∙ 𝜎𝐵 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ �𝑇𝑡2 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏2 �(𝑇𝑡 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏)(𝑇𝑡 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏)  (3.27) 

 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 = ℎ𝑟 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ∆𝜃  (3.28) 

 

𝐹𝑓−𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 = 1 − 2𝐵�𝑠(1+𝐿�𝑠
2)

1
2−1)

2𝐵�𝑠𝐿�𝑠+(1+𝐿�𝑠
2)

1
2−1

  (3.29) 

 

𝑄𝑓𝑖𝑐 = 𝜎𝐵 ∙
(1+2𝐵�𝑠)

1−𝜖
𝜖 + 1

𝐹𝑓−𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟

∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝐿𝑐(𝑇𝑡4 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏4 )  (3.30) 
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3.2.2.3 Thermal capacitance of the wall steel 

Thermal capacitance of the tank steel is calculated with (3.31) [86].  

 
where 𝜌𝑡 is the steel density, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat capacity and 𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑡 is the steel volume.      

3.2.2.4 Calculation of initial temperature of the wall 

As can be seen in Figure  3.10, there is an integrator through which the wall temperature is 
computed. Initial condition of this integrator is in fact the initial temperature of the tank that 
can be calculated through a nonlinear equation of (3.32), which is obtained from Figure  3.9 
at steady state assuming that the heat generated in the wall is zero (𝑃𝑡 = 0). 

 
where 𝑄𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 represents convective heat transfer from the oil to the wall, 𝑄𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  and 
𝑄𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟  represent, respectively, convective and radiative heat transfer from the wall to 
ambient. Each of these terms is stated with graphs as a function of temperature differences as 
presented in Sections  3.2.2.1 and  3.2.2.2.  

Equation (3.32) is solved iteratively for 𝜃𝑡 when 𝜃𝑐𝑖𝑐, 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 and the heat transfer graphs 
(𝑄𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐, 𝑄𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑄𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟) are given as inputs. Figure  3.14 shows an implementation of 
this equation in MATLAB-SIMULINK.  

 
Figure  3.14 Computation of initial wall temperature based on oil and ambient temperature inputs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝐶𝑡 = 𝜌𝑡 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑡   (3.31) 

 

𝑄𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝑡 − 𝜃𝑐𝑖𝑐) + 𝑄𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝑡 − 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏) + 𝑄𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝜃𝑡 − 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏) = 0    (3.32) 
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Chapter 4  
Tests and measurements  

 

4.1 Electric and magnetic measurements on tank steel 

Three typical steels, which are used in transformer tank, with thicknesses of 1.25 mm, 4 
mm and 6 mm, are selected as shown in Figure  4.1. All samples are 50 mm width and 150 
mm length. The 1.25 mm thick steel is identified by the manufacturer code of DC01 (cold-
rolled) and two others are of Laser Plus 250C (hot-rolled) corresponding to standard codes of 
ST1203 (DIN 1623) and S235J2C (EN 10025-2), respectively [95] [96]. 

 
Figure  4.1 Specimens of the tank steels with thicknesses of 1.25 mm (Left), 4 mm (Middle) and 6 
mm (Right) 
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Both DC and AC measurements are performed on these samples by means of a 
commercial measuring system, namely MPG 100D, AC–DC [97] and using a single-sheet 
tester (SST), which has been specially ordered from Brockhaus Measurements to design and 
build for a 50×150 mm sample dimension complying with IEC 404-3 (see Figure  4.2) [98]. 
Both primary and secondary windings have 150 turns. The frequency in the quasi-DC 
measurements is about 0.125 Hz, thus ensuring minor skin effects in the thick samples. 
Figure  4.3 and Figure  4.4 show static and dynamic (at 50 Hz) hysteresis loops at various 
excitations for the 1.25 mm and 4 mm thick samples, respectively. As can be seen, the 
hysteresis loops become wider due to the dynamic losses including classical eddy current 
and excess losses. Figure  4.5 shows the B-H normal curves. The initial part of the B-H 
characteristics is more realistically represented by means of the normal curve rather than the 
anhysteretic curve. Since the magnetic flux involving the tank walls varies in a wide range 
from very low to high values, the normal curve is a proper representation of the tank steel. 
Insufficient capability of anhysteretic curve in reproducing open-circuit zero sequence 
impedance particularly at lower excitations is also shown in [69].          

 
Figure  4.2 The equipment used for the measurements: a) the tester MPG 100D, and b) the SST 

  
Figure  4.3 Hysteresis loops: Left: static, Right: dynamic (50 Hz), for the 1.25 mm thick sample 
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Figure  4.4 Hysteresis loops, Left: static, Right: dynamic (50 Hz) for the 4 mm thick sample 

  
Figure  4.5 Magnetic normal curves, Left: the 1.25 mm thick sample, Right: the 4 mm thick sample 

4.1.1 DC energy losses 

Figure  4.6 shows the major static hysteresis loops measured for the 1.25 mm and 4 mm  
samples. As can be seen, the coercive force (𝐻𝑐) of the thicker material is about twice that of 
the thinner one; however, the residual flux (𝐵𝑟) is identical for both samples. The energy 
losses of hysteresis corresponding to the static hysteresis loops at different inductions are 
shown in Figure  4.7.  

In order to characterize the hysteresis loss, the classical formula of 𝐸 =  𝐾ℎ𝐵𝑚𝑐  with 
constant 𝐾ℎ and induction-dependent exponent (n) is examined. Through using a non-linear 
least square method, the best fit is obtained when the exponent n is a third-degree 
polynomial expression of 𝑅 + 𝜃𝐵𝑚  + 𝑐𝐵𝑚

2 + 𝑑𝐵𝑚
3

, as shown in Figure  4.7. The fitting 
parameters obtained for the samples are given in Table 4.1. 

 
Table  4.1 Fitting parameters of the hysteresis losses function 
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Figure  4.6 Static hysteresis loops of the 1.25 mm (dashed trace) and the 4 mm (solid trace) samples 

 
Figure  4.7 Energy losses corresponding to static hysteresis loops, measured values and fitted curves 

4.1.2 Dynamic losses 

In order to investigate the dynamic losses, three frequencies of 50 Hz, 100 Hz and 150 Hz 
are chosen and the losses are measured for the 1.25 mm and 4 mm samples. The AC 
measurements of the sample of 6 mm thickness were only performed at 50 Hz, because the 
heat generated would become very high, thus exceeding the equipment limits at higher 
frequencies. Major hysteresis loops for the 4 mm sample at different frequencies are shown 
in Figure  4.8. The total magnetic losses (comprising hysteresis, classical eddy current and 
excess losses) versus maximum flux density for the 1.25 mm and 4 mm samples are shown 
in Figure  4.9. As can be seen, the losses in the 1.25 mm sample are much lower than that of 
the 4 mm thick sample, which is primarily due to higher eddy currents in thicker materials. 

It must be noted that the x-axis in Figure  4.9 includes the peak values of the space average 
flux density across the thickness of the samples, which is corresponding to the voltage 
induced in the secondary coil of the SST.  

Using the hysteresis energies from static measurements (see Figure  4.7) and multiplying 
by frequency, hysteresis losses are calculated. The accuracy of this approach is confirmed in 
[99], where a magneto-dynamic hysteresis model was used to simulate magnetic losses. 
Subtracting the hysteresis losses from the total losses, the dynamic losses can be separated as 
𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑐  =  𝑃𝑡𝑐𝑡  −  𝑃ℎ𝑑𝑠.  
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Figure  4.10 shows the ratio of the dynamic losses to the total losses, as explained below.  

1. As expected, the ratio is higher for the thicker samples due to higher eddy currents. It 
reduces from 95% and 90% at higher inductions to about 80% and 70% at induction 
0.22 T for the samples of, respectively, 6 mm and 4 mm thickness. Through these 
results, it is possible to assume that the hysteresis losses can be neglected without 
making significant errors.  

2. The ratio is relatively lower for the 1.25 mm thick sample. It reduces from 70% at 
higher inductions to about 15% at 0.1 T. This means that the hysteresis phenomenon 
has the same degree of significance as the dynamic losses in the thinner tank walls at 
lower inductions. It must be noted that the flux is assumed axial along the long side 
of the samples neglecting the flux bending at the ends. In the actual tank walls, the 
flux enters through multiple points into the wall, then flows axially. The eddy current 
losses at the entrance area are not seen in the measurements due to the structure of the 
SST as well as in the presented calculations in which the axial flux flow is the main 
assumption. Therefore, the dynamic losses part of the total losses is expected to be 
higher than those shown in Figure  4.10. In addition, the total losses are not even 
considerable at low inductions (where the hysteresis phenomenon is more significant) 
let alone the dynamic losses. Hence, it does not problematical to disregard the 
hysteresis losses.     

3. At lower inductions below 0.22 T for the 4 mm and 6 mm samples and below 0.1 T 
for the 1.25 mm sample, the ratio starts increasing again despite of the decreasing 
trend. This behavior can be explained with the initial lower permeability resulting in 
deeper flux penetration at lower inductions. This leads to an increase in the eddy 
currents and consequently in the losses.  

4. The loss ratio curve is flattened at higher inductions. This means that the rate of rise 
of the losses (mainly eddy current losses) is adversely affected by another factor, 
which appears at higher losses. This factor is in fact the temperature in the samples 
that increases with the losses. The temperature rise has a negative feedback on the 
conductivity (it reduces with temperature). The lower the conductivity, the lower the 
resulting losses. That is because the rate of rise of the losses continually decreases 
with induction increase.   

In order to investigate the thermal influence of the losses, the temperature of the 
specimens is also recorded during the measurements. The temperature reaches beyond 100 
°C at 150 Hz for the 4 mm sample due to the considerable losses at such a frequency. 
Figure  4.11 shows the temperature graph versus the maximum flux density for each sample. 
This temperature data will be used for correction of the conductivity in the calculation of the 
eddy current losses. 
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Figure  4.8 Dynamic hysteresis loops for the 4 mm thick sample 

 

  
Figure  4.9 Total losses, Left: for the 4 mm thick sample, Right: for the 1.25 mm thick sample  

 

 
Figure  4.10 The ratio between the dynamic losses and the total losses 
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Figure  4.11 Temperature of the specimens during magnetic measurements, Left: for the 1.25 mm 
sample Right: for the 4 mm sample 

4.1.3 Electrical conductivity measurements 

To measure the conductivity, DC currents of 20 A, 30 A, 40 A and 50 A are injected into 
the samples at an ambient temperature of 20 °C. In order to prevent the end effects and to 
ensure that the current is distributed evenly across the thicknesses of the samples, the voltage 
drop is measured at the middle between two points with 6 mm distance. The measurement 
setup is illustrated in Figure  4.12 (Left). Plotting the voltage versus current, the Volt-Amp 
(V-I) characteristic of each steel sample is obtained. Fitting this characteristic to the linear 
relation of V = aI + b, the resistance (a) and the voltage offset (b) are identified. As an 
example, Figure  4.12 (Right) shows the V-I characteristic for the 4 mm sample. The fitting 
parameters are: a = 4.56e-5 Ω and b = −7.67e-5 V. Once the resistance is obtained, the 
conductivity can be calculated using the formula length/(σ·Area) resulting in 6410 kS/m for 
the 4 mm and 5820 kS/m for the 1.25 mm samples. Using the same approach at different 
ambient temperatures (the measurement setup is put in the oven, which provides uniform 
ambient temperature), the conductivity temperature coefficient (at 20 °C (𝛼20)) is obtained as 
0.0084 °C−1 and 0.0065 °C−1 for the 1.25 mm and 4 mm samples, respectively. 

  

  
Figure  4.12 Conductivity measurement, Right: test setup, Left: V-I characteristics measured for the 4 
mm thick sample 
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4.1.4 Analytical formula for excess losses  

This section presents a formula for calculation of the excess losses at the steady state for 
the 1.25 mm and 4 mm samples. The formulas are obtained by fitting into the simulation 
results presented in the previous section. Figure  4.13 shows the excess losses calculated for 
the 1.25 mm and 4 mm samples at the three frequencies of 50 Hz, 100 Hz and 150 Hz.    

Since the temperature and the skin effect play important roles in the losses, the 
conventional expression of 𝑘𝐵𝑚𝑐  (in which 𝑘 and 𝑛 are constant parameters) is not sufficient 
to represent the losses as a function of induction, as illustrated by the green dashed lines in 
Figure  4.13.  

The best fitting is obtained with a modified equation expressed in (4.1).   

 
where 𝑘, 𝑛, 𝑅 and 𝜃 are fitting parameters and 𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑐  is the excess loss.     

Good fitting capability of (4.1) can be seen in Figure  4.13 where the fitted curve is plotted 
as solid-blue lines. The fitting parameters are presented in Table  4.2. As can be seen, the 
parameter b is not frequency dependent, but the rest parameters change with frequency. 
Performing the measurements at higher frequencies was not practically possible due to high 
temperature generated by the losses, and hence, there would not be enough data to 
investigate frequency dependency of the parameters.  

Table  4.2 Coefficients of the Excess Loss found by fitting  

 

  
Figure  4.13 Excess losses for the 4 mm samples (Left) and the 1.25 mm sample (Right) - ‘Fitted 1’ is 
based on 𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑐 =  𝑘𝐵𝑚𝑐 /(1 +  𝑅𝐵𝑚  +  𝜃𝐵𝑚2 ), ‘Fitted 2’ is based on 𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑐 =  𝑘𝐵𝑚𝑐  
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𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑐 =  𝑘𝐵𝑚𝑐/(1 +  𝑅𝐵𝑚  +  𝜃𝐵𝑚2 ) (4.1) 
 

Frequency Sample thickness k n a b 

150Hz 4 mm 2,0 4,9 -1,24 0,45 
1,25 mm 7.6 2,3 -0,9 0,3 

100 Hz 
4 mm 0,19 7,67 -1,28 0,45 

1,25 mm 3,5 2,7 -0,9 0,3 

50 Hz 
4 mm 0,01 8,75 -1,32 0,45 

1,25 mm 1,1 2,8 -0,9 0,3 
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4.1.5 Characterization of the dynamic losses    

To reproduce the losses, a simple model of the SST unit is considered to comprise an 
exciting winding wrapped around the steel sample assuming that no leakage flux exits [100]. 
The model is implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK using the numerical approach 
presented in Chapter 3, Section   3.1. Assuming the functions of B and H symmetric about the 
plane passing the half thickness, the one-dimensional magnetic diffusion equation is solved 
in the segment of [0, 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑐 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

2
]. The boundary conditions set to the first and last 

layers of this model are as expressed in (4.2) and (4.3), respectively [101].  

 

 
where 𝑣𝑡(t) is the voltage applied to the excitation winding, 𝑁(=150) is the number of turns, 

𝐴(=50×150×10-6m2) is the cross section of the steel sample normal to the flux flow direction. 
Figure  4.13 shows the block diagrams of the model. As can be seen, maximum values of the 
average flux density (𝐵𝑚) are used as a breakpoint to the look-up table 𝑇𝑒𝜃𝑇 − 𝐵𝑚, which 
includes temperature as a function of maximum flux density from the measurements, see 
Figure  4.11. The temperature obtained from the look-up table is fed back to correct the 
conductivity at each time step of the simulations. The average losses are calculated using 
equation 1

𝑇 ∫ 𝑣𝑡(𝑡) ∙ 𝑖𝑒(𝑡)𝑑𝑡𝑡+𝑇
𝑡  where 𝑇 is the period and 𝑖𝑒 is the current that can be 𝑖𝑐𝑐, 

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑐 and 𝑖𝑡 for classical eddy current loss, excess loss and total losses, respectively. 

dB1
dt

= 8H2-7H1-H3

2σ∆x2 + 3�n-1�
N·A

𝑣𝑡(t)    (4.2) 

   
  
 
  
 
 

dBn
dt

=
2(Hn-1-Hn)

σ∆x2   (4.3) 
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Figure  4.14 Simple model of the SST for reproducing the measured dynamic losses  

  

 

• Model of the classical eddy losses 
based on the approach presented in 
Section  3.1.1 with boundary 
conditions described in (4.2) and 
(4.3)     

• ‘SigmaT’ is the conductivity 
corrected by the temperature  

• 𝑣𝑡 is the voltage applied to the 
excited  

• 𝑖𝑐𝑐 is the classical eddy current 

 

• Model of excess losses based on the 
approach presented in Section  3.1.3    

• ‘𝑔𝐵’ is the excess losses coefficient 
that is tuned during simulations 

• 𝑣𝑡 is the voltage applied to the 
winding  excited 

•  𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑐 is the excess current 

 

• The classical eddy current adds to 
the excess current resulting in the 
total magnetization current 

 

• Space average flux density based on 
(3.14) 

• The gain block is 1

𝑁×50×150×10-6 
where 𝑁 =150 (turn number of the 
excitation winding)  

 

• The block ‘Peak finder’ finds the 
peaks of the Space average flux 
density 

• The look-up table describes the 
temperature versus the maximum 
induction given in Figure 4.11   

 

• ‘Sigma20’ is the conductivity of the 
samples at 20 °C 

• ‘SigmaT’ is the conductivity 
corrected by temperature 

• ‘Alfa20’ is the conductivity 
temperature coefficient 𝛼20 given in 
Section 4.1.3 
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Figure  4.15 shows the distribution of magnetic flux density across the half thickness of the 
4 mm sample illustrating how the flux is penetrating into the steel. The red solid trace is the 
average flux density across the sample thickness. 

 
Figure  4.15 Distribution of the flux density across the half thickness of the 4 mm sample at frequency 
50 Hz, black solid trace is the average flux density (𝐵𝑎) across the sample thickness 

 

Figure  4.16 and Figure  4.17 show the classical eddy current losses versus the 𝐵𝑚 as 
calculated for the 4 mm and 1.25 mm samples at 50 Hz, 100 Hz and 150 Hz. In order to see 
the impact of temperature, the classical eddy current losses are calculated with and without 
temperature correction at 150 Hz. As can be seen in Figure  4.16, if the conductivity 
correction was not considered, the eddy current losses would become even greater than the 
total dynamic losses, which cannot be correct. The temperature is of high significance at 
higher inductions and frequencies demonstrating the importance of the temperature 
correction, and thus, the thermal modeling of the tank walls.   

It is worth mentioning that the temperature has negligible impact on the hysteresis energy 
losses when the maximum induction (𝐵𝑚) is maintained constant [102]. 

 
Figure  4.16 Classical eddy current losses calculated for the 4 mm sample, markings are the total 
dynamic losses from the measurement, dashed trace is the losses with no conductivity temperature 
correction, solid trace is the eddy current losses with the conductivity corrected by temperature  
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Figure  4.17 Classical eddy current losses calculated for the 1.25 mm sample, blue-markings are the 
total dynamic losses measured; green-dashed trace is the losses with no conductivity temperature 
correction; red-solid trace is the eddy current losses with the conductivity corrected by temperature 

As explained in chapter 3, the excess losses coefficient 𝑔𝐵 is a function of flux density. In 
the simulations, this coefficient is considered to be as a tuning parameter to fit the calculated 
total losses to the measured values. Figure  4.18 shows the total losses calculated for the 1.25 
mm sample with different 𝑔𝐵 at the frequency 50 Hz. As can be seen, it varies from 0.05 at 
lower inductions to 0.22 at higher inductions to fit the calculations to the measurement. The 
𝑔𝐵 versus 𝐵𝑚 can be fitted by a second-degree polynomial expression of 𝑅𝐵𝑚2 + 𝜃𝐵𝑚 + 𝑐 
using the method of least squares. The fitting result is shown in Figure  4.19 and the fitting 
parameters identified are given in Table  4.3.    

 
Figure  4.18 Total dynamic losses of the 1.25 mm sample at 50 Hz, blue-markings are the measured 
losses 

  
Figure  4.19 Excess losses coefficient as a function flux density for the 1.25 mm sample at 50 Hz, red-
markings are from simulation results, blue-dashed line is the fitted by 𝑅𝐵𝑚2 + 𝜃𝐵𝑚 + 𝑐 
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Repeating the calculations with the induction dependent 𝑔𝐵, see Figure  4.19, the losses 
are calculated as shown in Figure  4.19 for the 1.25 mm sample. The classical eddy current 
losses together with the excess losses are also shown in Figure  4.19.   

 
Figure  4.20 The total dynamic losses, measured against the simulated losses components of the 1.25 
mm sample at 50 Hz, blue-markings are the measured and the red-dashed trace is the simulated 

In the same fashion, the excess losses coefficient is obtained for the 4 mm sample, as 
shown in Figure  4.21 (Left).  It can be fitted by expression 𝑅𝐵𝑚𝑏  with the fitting parameters 
given in Table  4.3. Using this induction dependent coefficient, the losses are calculated as 
shown in Figure  4.21 (Right). 

 
Figure  4.21 Left: The excess losses coefficient 𝑔𝐵 as a function of induction where red-markings are 
simulated and blue-dashed is the fitted, Right: Total dynamic losses, blue-markings are the measured 
and the red-dashed trace is the simulated for the 4 mm sample at 50 Hz  

Table  4.3 Fitting parameters for excess losses coefficients 

Sample / Coefficients a b c 

1.25 mm  𝑅𝐵𝑚2 + 𝜃𝐵𝑚 + 𝑐 0.014 0.084 0.026 

4 mm 𝑅𝐵𝑚𝑏  0.023 4.31 - 

 As can be seen in Figure  4.20 and Figure  4.21 Right, the excess losses have a relatively 
larger part of the total dynamic losses for the 1.25 mm sample. It means that the excess 
losses must be considered in the modeling of the tank walls as thick as 1.25 mm. However, 
the excess losses are negligible for the 4 mm sample at inductions less than 1.4 T. It starts to 
appear at inductions over 1.4 T and increases up to 13.9% of the total dynamic losses at 
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induction 1.8 T. It means that it is possible to ignore the excess losses for the tank walls with 
thicknesses of 4 mm and above, which is normally the case for large power transformers.  

4.1.6 Temperature impact on the conductivity  

The electric conductivity of the wall steel is temperature dependent, which can be 
expressed as (4.4): 

 
where 𝛼20 is the temperature coefficient at 20 °C,  𝜎 is the conductivity at temperature 𝜃𝑡 
and 𝜎0 is the conductivity at 20 °C.  

Figure  4.22 shows the conductivity versus temperature for both 1.25 mm and 4 mm 
samples. As can be seen, the conductivity can reduce to 4044 kS/m and 3314 kS/m for the 4 
mm thick and 1.25 mm thick steels, respectively, when temperature reaches 110 °C.  

 
Figure  4.22 Wall steel conductivity as a function of temperature 

4.1.7 The wall corrugation impact on the conductivity 

The path of the current induced in the corrugated walls can become much longer than that 
of a plain wall, as shown in Figure  4.23. In this case, the length of the current path can still 
be kept equal to the tank circumference, but the surplus length due to the fins can be 
considered in the electric conductivity of the wall steel, as expressed in (4.5).   

 
where 𝜎∗ is the conductivity of the equivalent plain wall, 𝜎 is the conductivity of the wall 
steel, 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective length of the wall calculated with 𝑙𝑓 + 𝑙𝐶 where 𝑙𝐶 is the 
circumference of the tank and 𝑙𝑓 is the total length of the fins. 

The 𝑙𝑓 can be calculated with (4.6): 

 
where 𝑛𝑓 is the number of fins and 𝐻𝑓 is the fin height.  

𝜎 =
1

1 + 𝛼20(𝜃𝑡 − 20)
𝜎0 (4.4) 

 

𝜎∗ =
𝑙𝐶
𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜎 (4.5) 

 

𝑙𝑓 = 2𝑛𝑓𝐻𝑓 (4.6) 
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As an example, for 𝑙𝐶 =2880 mm, 𝑛𝑓 = 44 and 𝐻𝑓 =120 mm, the 𝑙𝑓 is calculated as 10560 

mm. The corrugation factor of conductivity becomes 𝑐𝐶
𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑓

= 2880
2880+10560

≈ 0.2143. For 

conductivity 𝜎 = 5820 kS/m, 𝜎∗ is calculated as 0.2143×5820 ≈ 1247 kS/m. This can be as 
low as 710 kS/m when the wall temperature increases up to 110 °C. Such a low conductivity 
can considerably reduce the current induced in the wall and consequently the losses.      

 

Figure  4.23 The corrugated tank wall, the path of current induced in the wall 

4.2 Zero sequence impedance tests on Unit 1 and Unit 2  

In order to verify the off-core path model developed in Chapter 3, two 3-phase 
transformers of 300 kVA (termed Unit 1 from now onwards) and 5 MVA (termed Unit 2 
from now onwards) with 3-legged core construction are considered. Table  4.4 summarizes 
the main characteristics of these units. In order to perform the ZS impedance test, the 
terminals of the windings to be excited connect together and single-phase test voltage is 
applied between the common point of terminals and the ground terminal, as shown in 
Figure  4.24 [23]. Measuring the current at the common point (I0), the impedance per phase 
can be calculated with 𝑍0 = 3 × 𝑉0

𝐼0
. In addition to the impedance, the total losses are also 

measured at the common point of connection. Using both the impedance and the losses, the 
parameters of the off-core model are identified, as illustrated in Chapter 6.  

Unit 1 is the main test object for verifying the model developed in this thesis. Zero-
sequence impedance test results of Unit 1 including OC-ZS and SC-ZS impedances are 
available for both LV and HV sides. The OC-ZS tests at the LV side (among other tests) 
were performed as a Master’s thesis work and presented in [103]. The HV side 
measurements are performed as a part of this PhD work. The impedance and the losses 
measured on Unit 1 versus the voltage applied are plotted in Figure  4.25. It is worth 
mentioning that the wall thermal time constant plays an important role when considering the 
impact of the temperature rise in the test results. The thermal time constant is principally 
determined by the heat transfer capability of the wall. For the corrugated walls, the heat can 
be easily transferred to the ambient because of the extended outer surface of the wall (the 
fins). As will be shown in Section 6.1.2, the wall time constant of Unit 1 is in the range of 

𝐻𝑓  

The path of the induced current  

𝑙𝑐  

𝒊𝒕 
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few minutes (about 2.5 minutes), which is sufficiently short to be seen in the test results of 
Unit 1.         

The ZS impedance of Unit 2 is measured from the LV side as 0.55 Ω where the delta 
connected HV windings provides a short-circuited path for the induced zero sequence 
currents [33]. Temperature dependency of the off-core impedance does not influence the test 
results noticeably since the off-core flux path is bypassed by a D-connected, HV winding. 
This Unit will only be used in Section  5.1 where the properties of the model linear 
inductances are discussed.  

Table  4.4 Characteristics of the sample transformers 

 Unit 1 Unit 2 

Power 300 kVA 5000  kVA 

Vector group YN-yn 0, D-yn 11 D-yn 11 

Voltage ratings 
HV (Y): 11.43 kV, 
HV(D): 6.6 kV 
LV:  0.235 kV 

HV (D): 33 kV 
LV (Y):  6.3 kV 

Current rating HV (Y): 15.2 A 
LV: 737 A  

HV (D): 87.5 A 
LV (Y): 458.2 A 

Cooling ONAN ONAN 

Wall type/thickness Corrugated/1.25 mm Plain/6 mm 

HV winding resistance 2.5 Ω/phase 1.5 Ω/phase 

LV winding resistance 0.0009 Ω/phase  0.013 Ω/phase 

 

 
Figure  4.24 Test circuits for zero-sequence impedance measurements [23] 

 
 
 

a) Test circuit for OC-ZS impedance 
 

 
 
b) Test circuit for SC-ZS impedance  
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Figure  4.25 OC-ZS impedance and losses of Unit 1 measured at the LV side (Right) and HV side 
(Left) 

To easily compare OC-ZS inductances seen from each side, HV side measurements are 
referred to the LV side (using the turns ratio) and plotted in the same figure as the LV side 
measurements, as shown in Figure 4.26.  

In addition, SC-ZS impedance is also measured from the HV side of Unit 1 at different 
voltages, as shown in Figure  4.27. 

 
Figure  4.26 OC-ZS inductance seen from the LV side (solid trace) and HV side (referred to LV and 
shown as dashed trace) of Unit 1 

    

 
Figure  4.27 SC-ZS impedance seen from the HV side (LV short-circuited) - Unit 1  
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Chapter 5  
Evaluations and discussion on the parameters 

  

5.1 Parameters of the oil gaps (Linear inductances) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, there are two sets of branches in the equivalent circuit of the 
off-core flux path (see Figure  5.1). The first set includes linear inductances corresponding to 
the oil gap between the active part and the tank walls. A calculation approach of these linear 
inductances is presented in this section based on the 3D-FEM method. This 3D model 
consists of the windings and the core; the inner surfaces of the tank walls are considered as 
the model boundary. As explained in the following sections, through the use of a set of flux-
tangential and flux-normal boundary conditions, the linear inductances are calculated.   

 

Figure  5.1 The off-core equivalent circuit 
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5.1.1 Calculation of L1 

L1 represents the parallel flux path between the winding excited and the wall’s inner 
surfaces. In order to calculate this parameter, flux-tangential boundary conditions are set to 
the tank’s inner surfaces, meaning that the flux cannot penetrate in the tank. This is 
equivalent to a non-magnetic material with infinite electric conductivity (and thus, infinitely 
large eddy currents induced) and zero magnetic permeability (infinitely high reluctance 
path). As a result, all the tank branches in the circuit of Figure  5.1 can be considered short-
circuit and the inductance seen from the terminal becomes L1.  

5.1.2 Calculation of L2, L3, L4 and L5 

Table  5.1 introduces different simulation cases where each corresponds to a set of flux-
normal and flux-tangential boundary conditions applied to the tank’s inner surfaces. 
Table  5.1 also includes the case for calculating L1 as explained in Section  5.1.1. The flux-
normal boundary condition implies full flux penetration with no magnetic reluctance and no 
eddy currents induced. This is equivalent to a material with zero electric conductivity and 
infinite magnetic permeability resulting in an open-circuit tank branch in the equivalent 
circuit of Figure  5.1. 

Table  5.1 Calculation formulas of linear inductances 

 
Solving the circuit of Figure  5.1 for each simulation case given in Table  5.1, a set of 

equations relating the unknowns L2 … L5 to the terminal inductances (𝐿𝑇,𝑖 where i is the case 
number) are obtained. The linear inductances are obtained by solving the set of equations, 
once the terminal inductances are calculated (by means of 3D-FEM for each simulation case, 
as stated in Section  5.1.3).  

5.1.3 Calculation of the terminal inductances (𝑳𝑳,𝒊) using 3D-FEM  

In 3-legged core transformers, the reluctance of the core (legs and yokes) is negligible 
compared to the reluctance of the off-core flux path. Thus, the OC-ZS inductances seen from 
the windings are in fact equal to the terminal off-core inductances (𝐿𝑇,𝑖).  

In order to calculate the 𝐿𝑇,𝑖, a 3D-FEM model of the transformer with five variations are 
made corresponding to the five cases introduced in Table  5.1. The core is considered as a 
linear anisotropic material with relative permeability of 50000 in the flux flow direction 
whereas it is 100 in the other directions (this value is not significant as long as the off-core 

 Boundary condition Terminal inductance from the 
equivalent circuit, Figure  5.1  Wall Cover Bottom 

Case 1 Normal Normal Normal LT,1 = L1 + (L3 + L5)||(L2 + L4) 
Case 2 Tangential Tangential Tangential LT,2 = L1 
Case 3 Normal Tangential Tangential LT,3 = L1 + L2||L3 
Case 4 Normal Tangential Normal LT,4 = L1 + (L3 + L5)||L2 
Case 5 Normal Normal Tangential LT,5 = L1 + (L2 + L4)||L3 
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flux path is of concern). Since the tank is excluded from the FEM model and the eddy 
currents’ effect on the core is not considered, static formulation of magnetic potential is 
sufficient for inductance calculations. The inductance matrix of the windings is calculated 

using the energy method and is expressed by L�= �
[L�HV]3×3 [L�HV-LV]

3×3
[L�LV-HV]

3×3
[L�LV]3×3

�
6×6

, where 

[𝐿�𝐵𝑉]3×3 is the sub-matrix of three HV windings, [𝐿�𝐵𝑉−𝐿𝑉]3×3 and [𝐿�𝐿𝑉−𝐵𝑉]3×3 are the sub-
matrices of the mutual inductances between HV and LV windings and [𝐿�𝐿𝑉]3×3 is the sub-
matrix of the LV windings.  

The OC-ZS inductance seen from HV is calculated using only the sub-matrix [𝐿�𝐵𝑉]3×3 
since the LV side is open. The HV voltages (𝑉�𝐵𝑉) and currents (𝐼�̅�𝑉) can be expressed by 
(5.1). 

 

where D is the time derivation operator, and 𝛤�𝐵𝑉 is the reverse inductance matrix (= 𝐿�𝐵𝑉
−1). 

When the HV windings are connected together at the terminals and excited with a single-
phase voltage of 𝑉0, the current of the ith HV winding (𝐼𝐵𝑉,𝑖) can be written as: 

  

where 𝛤𝑖𝑖𝐵𝑉is the (𝑖, 𝑗)𝑡ℎ element of [Γ�𝐵𝑉]3×3. As be seen in (5.2), the OC-ZS inverse 
inductance of the ith HV winding is equal to ∑ 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝐵𝑉3

𝑘=1  and thus: 

 
where 𝐿𝐵𝑉𝑇,𝑖 is the terminal inductance of the off-core path seen from the ith HV winding. 

Using the same approach for the sub-matrix [𝐿�𝐿𝑉]3×3, the terminal off-core inductance 
seen from ith LV winding (𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑇,𝑖) is expressed by: 

 

where 𝛤𝑖𝑖𝐿𝑉 is the (i,j)th element of [𝛤�𝐿𝑉]3×3. 

5.1.4 Considerations on the off-core terminal inductances 

Using the approach stated in Section  5.1.3, the terminal off-core inductances are calculated 
for the transformers Unit 1 and Unit 2 introduced in Chapter  4, Section  4.2. 

All the FEM simulations are performed by means of ANSYS Maxwell [104]. In the 
simulations, automatic adaptive meshing is used to refine the elements’ size in each pass of 
running until the energy error becomes less than 0.05%. Table  5.2 shows the energy errors 
obtained for each of the simulation cases. Figure  5.2 shows the model geometry and the 
meshing quality as performed for Unit 2.  

𝑉�𝐵𝑉 = 𝐿�𝐵𝑉 ∙ 𝐷𝐼�̅�𝑉  →  𝐷𝐼�̅�𝑉 = 𝛤�𝐵𝑉 ∙ 𝑉�𝐵𝑉  (5.1) 
 

𝐷𝐼𝐵𝑉,𝑖 = 𝛤𝑖1𝐵𝑉 ∙ 𝑉0 + 𝛤𝑖2𝐵𝑉 ∙ 𝑉0 + 𝛤𝑖3𝐵𝑉 ∙ 𝑉0 →
𝐷𝐼𝐻𝐻,𝑖
𝑉0

= 𝛤𝑖1𝐵𝑉 + 𝛤𝑖2𝐵𝑉 + 𝛤𝑖3𝐵𝑉   (5.2) 

 

𝐿𝐵𝑉𝑇,𝑖 = (∑ 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝐵𝑉3
𝑘=1 )−1 , i =1..3 (5.3) 

 

𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑇,𝑖 = (∑ 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝐿𝑉3
𝑘=1 )−1 , i=1..3 (5.4) 
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Table  5.2 Energy error obtained in 3D-FEM simulations 

 

 
Figure  5.2 Left: 3D model of Unit 2, Right: the meshing of the model 

Table  5.3 shows the calculation results seen from HV and LV sides. For ease of 
comparison of the differences, LV side values are referred to the HV side, as shown in the 
parentheses. As can be seen, there is a little difference between the inductances of Case 1 
and Case 4 as well as Case 3 and Case 5 for both units. For each pair, only the cover has 
opposite boundary conditions (see Table  5.1). Having almost the same inductance for the 
abovementioned pairs of the cases implies that the cover is not of significance in the terminal 
off-core inductances whether the tank is highly magnetically permeable (flux-normal 
boundary condition) or reluctant (flux-tangential boundary condition). This is because of the 
large oil-gap between the core top and the cover. As a result, the cover can be excluded from 
consideration without making any significant errors. However, comparing the values of Case 
1 and Case 5 as well as Case 3 and Case 4, large discrepancies are seen in the off-core 
terminal inductances. In each pair of these cases, only the bottom has opposite boundary 
conditions, thus implying that the tank bottom cannot be ignored. 

Another interesting observation is the relative differences between the off-core terminal 
inductances seen from LV and HV sides for each simulation case, as calculated with (5.5).  

 
Figure  5.3 shows the relative differences in percentage for each simulation case. As can be 

seen, the only meaningful difference between HV and LV values is that of Case 2 where the 
entire tank is set to a flux-tangential boundary condition. In the remaining cases, the off-core 
inductances are almost identical with an error less than 3.7% for Unit 1 and 1.26% for Unit 
2. 

 Energy error % Delta Energy error % 
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 

Case 1 9.1e-3 23e-3 4e-3 11e-3 
Case 2 32.6e-3 1.7e-3 13e-3 1.0e-3 
Case 3 9.8e-3 11.5e-3 3.4e-3 9.4e-3 
Case 4 20.0e-3 16.8e-3 6.7e-3 14.8e-3 
Case 5 21.6e-3 12.1e-3 10.0e-3 1.6e-3 

 

     

E𝑖%= L𝐿𝐻T,i(referred to HV)-L𝐻𝐻T,i

L𝐻𝐻T,i
×100  (5.5) 
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Table  5.3 The off-core terminal inductances 

 

 
Figure  5.3 The relative difference (%) between the off-core inductances seen from HV and LV sides  

To understand the relative differences, the flux distribution in each simulation case can be 
informative, as shown in Figure  5.4 for Unit 1. As can be seen, the flux return path in Case 2 
mainly includes the channel beyond the winding excited parallel to the wall. This gap for LV 
(the inner) winding is wider than that for the HV (the outer) winding, and thus, the respective 
inductance is larger. For the remaining cases, the off-core inductance is mainly determined 
by the horizontal path from the core to the wall, less influenced by the path parallel to the 
wall. This flux path is not particularly dependent to the radial location and thickness of the 
excited winding. However, the winding height may have an impact on these flux paths. The 
HV and LV windings have approximately similar heights in both Unit 1 and Unit 2. Hence, 
it is expected that HV and LV side off-core inductances (adjusted by turns ratio) will be 
similar for the all cases except for Case 2. It is worth mentioning that the transformer 
windings are normally designed to have approximately identical magnetic heights in order to 
control the electromagnetic forces, particularly in large power transformers. Therefore, 
neglecting the height difference of the windings, the flux paths for Cases 1, 3, 4 and 5, and 
thus, the inductances, are roughly similar.  

In order to further explore the sensitivity of the off-core inductances to radial location and 
thickness of the windings, simple 2D-FEM models of Unit 1 are simulated. The first model 
includes only LV winding, and the inductance is calculated for different variations where the 
winding is displaced radially by 100% towards the wall, as shown in Figure  5.5. The results 
for each simulation case are shown in Figure  5.6. As can be seen, all the cases except for 
Case 2 are almost independent of the winding radial displacement. Moreover, the inductance 
of Case 2 decreases with distance because the flux return path parallel to the wall becomes 
narrower. 

2,2 

28,3 

3,7 3 3,5 1,2 

32 

2 1,2 1,26 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case4 Case 5

Unit 1
Unit 2

LT,i [mH] Unit 1 Unit 2 

Case 1 HV 1395.0 2524.4 
LV 0.61 (1427.7) 31.0 (2555.8) 

Case 2 HV 172.7 420.75 
LV 0.094 (221.5) 6.7 (554.8) 

Case 3 HV 1020.8 1536.0 
LV 0.447 (1058.6) 19.0 (1566.5) 

Case 4 HV 1392.7 2362.2 
LV 0.6 (1434.5) 29.0 (2391.0) 

Case 5 HV 1030.0 1612.1 
LV 0.450 (1066.0) 19.8 (1632.4) 
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Figure  5.4 Flux lines for each simulation case and excitation side 
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Figure  5.5 The FEM model for investigating radial displacement of the winding  

 

 

Figure  5.6 The results for radially displaced winding simulations (Figure  5.5) 

 
The second model considers the influence of the winding thickness on the off-core 

inductance. Figure  5.7 shows the model where the thickness is increased by 200% from its 
original value. As can be seen in the results shown in Figure  5.8, the inductance except for 
Case 2 remains approximately constant in comparison to the thickness of the winding. The 
inductance for Case 2 has larger change versus the thickness. In fact, the flux return path 
parallel to the wall (and consequently, the off-core inductance) decreases with increasing 
thickness. 

 

 
Figure  5.7 The model used for studying the winding thickness 
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Figure  5.8 The off-core inductance versus winding thickness for each simulation case 

5.1.5 Considerations on the off-core inductances - Case 2  

As discussed, the off-core inductance for Case 2 seen from LV side is relatively larger 
than that seen from HV due to the wider off-core flux gap as seen in Figure  5.9. Here, the 
difference between these two off-core inductances is not equal to the leakage inductance as 
defined based on PS flux (denoted with 𝐿𝐿𝐵 in the overall equivalent circuit shown in 
Figure  3.2). This is basically because the leakage PS flux path is different from that of the 
off-core leakage paths in terms of path width and length.   

 
Figure  5.9 The flux paths for LV and HV sides in Case 2 and their geometrical difference 

Considering the numerical results from Table  5.3, the inductance difference of Case 2 is 
48.8 mH and 134.05 mH for Unit 1 and Unit 2, respectively. As explained above, it is 
smaller than the PS leakage inductances of 50 mH and 150 mH for Unit 1 and Unit 2, 
respectively. In the overall equivalent circuit shown in Figure  3.2, the off-core circuit is 
connected to the HV winding. This means that the L𝐿𝑉T,2 should be equal to L𝐵𝑉T,2 + 𝐿𝐿𝐵 
but this is not the case according to the explanations given above.  To correct this deviation, 
𝐿𝐿𝐵 and L𝐵𝑉T,2 are magnetically coupled through a mutual inductance of 𝑀, as illustrated in 
Figure  5.10.  This mutual inductance is calculated with (5.6) [105].  
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Figure  5.10 The off-core circuit improved for Case 2 

5.1.6 Impact of the tank presence  

5.1.6.1 Impact of the wall  

The boundary conditions of flux-tangential and flux-normal as used for calculation of the 
off-core terminal inductances are two extreme states of the actual tank steel. As a matter of 
fact, the tank neither behaves as flux-tangential nor flux-normal boundary conditions. Using 
the model shown in Figure  5.5 with the cover and the bottom set to flux-tangential and the 
wall to impedance boundary conditions (in which the magnetic relative permeability and 
electric conductivity can be set), sensitivity of the inductance to the magnetic relative 
permeability and electric conductivity is studied. The winding location and the wall distance 
to the winding are considered to be the same as to LV winding of Unit 1. The results are 
shown in Figure  5.11, where the x-axis is the relative permeability in logarithmic scale 
varying from 1 to 50000. As can be seen, the wall with low electric conductivity and high 
magnetic permeability behaves as a flux-normal boundary condition. In contrast to this, the 
wall with high electric conductivity and low magnetic permeability behaves as a flux-
tangential boundary condition. Examples of these two extreme states are the walls equipped 
with magnetic shunts and magnetic shields that are used to keep the flux away from the tank 
walls.  

The magnetic shunts are constructed from laminated electric steel similar to the core 
material having high permeability and very low conductivity. Since these shunts are formed 
from laminated sheets in the flow direction of magnetic flux, the induced current is confined 
to each lamination and thus, it does not encompass the active part. It means that the tank 
walls equipped with shunts can be considered as flux-normal boundary condition. This can 
be seen in Figure  5.11, where the off-core inductance for the wall conductivity σ7 (=0.1 kS/m 
that is as low as semi-conductive materials) reaches to that for the wall set to flux-normal 
boundary condition at magnetic relative permeability higher than ~100.   

The magnetic shields are of good electric conductors with relative permeability of 1, 
which is normally copper. Despite of the magnetic shunts, the shield provides a closed path 
for the induced current and acts like a one-turn winding encompassing the active part. The 
opposite amp-turn induced in this one-turn conductor forces the flux confined between the 
shield and the winding excited. This is similar to the wall set to a flux-tangential boundary 
condition. This can be seen in Figure  5.11 where the off-core inductance for the wall 
conductivity σ1 (=56 MS/m the same as of copper) reaches to that for the wall set to a flux-
tangential boundary condition at magnetic relative permeability lower than ~1000 (which is 
applicable to the tank steels made of mild steels). 
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For electric conductivity ranged between σ1 (as of copper) and σ7 (as of semi-conductors), 
the wall behaves between two limits of flux-tangential and flux-normal boundary conditions. 
It should be noted that the tank steel is magnetically non-linear with magnetic permeability 
varying from low values at the initial and saturation regions to high values at the linear 
region of B-H characteristics. Therefore, the wall behavior oscillates between flux-normal 
and flux-tangential boundary conditions as ZS flux varies in a wide range.  

 
Figure  5.11 The off-core inductance (reference to model Figure  5.5 with the wall set to impedance 
boundary condition as well as the bottom and cover to flux-tangential boundary condition) versus the 
wall relative permeability at different wall electric conductivity (σ1>σ2 …>σ7)  

Two important aspects must be pointed out with respect to the tank conductivity. The First 
concerns with the tank temperature rise caused by the heat generated in the windings and the 
core at normal operation of transformers as well as joule losses in the tank resulting from the 
current induced by the off-core flux. This current can be high in the case of large zero 
sequence flux leading to high temperature in the tank, and consequently to low electric 
conductivity.    

Second note concerns with corrugations of the tank wall. As discussed in Section 4.1.7, the 
corrugation has an increasing effect on the wall resistance that can be considered in an 
equivalent conductivity denoted with 𝜎∗ (using equation (4.5)). 

Table  5.4 and Table  5.5 provide a summary of the electric conductivity of the two steels of 
4 mm and 1.25 mm thickness (introduced in Chapter 4) at three different temperatures; 
20  ̊C, 50 ̊C and 110  ̊C. For the 1.25 mm thick sample, equivalent values are provided for 
the wall construction of Unit 1 designed with 44 fins of 120 mm height and circumference 
length of 2880 mm.  

Using the values provided in Table  5.4 and Table  5.5, the off-core inductance is plotted 
versus the wall magnetic permeability, as shown in Figure  5.12. As can be seen, the 
inductance curve shifts slightly up (this applies for both plain and corrugated wall types) due 
to the temperature impact on the conductivity.   

Table  5.4 Summary of electric conductivity for the 4 mm thick steel sample 

Thickness  𝜎 at 20 ̊C 
kS/m 

𝜎 at 50 ̊C 
kS/m 

𝜎 at 110 ̊C 
kS/m 

4 mm  6410 5222 4044 
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Table  5.5 Summary of electric conductivity for the 1.25 mm thick steel sample 

Thickness 𝜎 at 20 ̊C 
kS/m 

𝜎∗  at 20 ̊C 
kS/m 

𝜎∗  at 50 ̊C 
kS/m 

𝜎∗ at 110 ̊C 
kS/m 

1.25 mm 5820 1247 996 710 

 

 
Figure  5.12 The off-core inductance (reference to model Figure  5.5 with the wall set to impedance 

boundary condition as well as the bottom and cover to flux-tangential boundary condition) versus 
relative permeability for the tank steel conductivity at different temperatures (reference to Table 5.4 
and Table 5.5)   

In order to investigate the effect of the Core-Wall distance, variations of the simulations 
are performed with different relative Core-Wall distance (ratiocw) defined as ds/(Core 
height-Winding height); see Figure 5.13 Left. As can be seen in the results shown in 
Figure  5.13 Right (obtained for the conductivity 6410 kS/m as an example, similarly shaped 
curves are obtained for other conductivity), the off-core inductance curve is less dependent 
of permeability when the ratiocw increases. There are two distinguished sides in the curves, 
the high permeability side where the inductance is increasing with the ratiocw and the low 
permeability side where the inductance is decreasing with an increase in the ratiocw. To 
understand this behavior, the off-core inductances of upper limit (the wall set to flux-normal 
boundary condition) and lower limit (the wall set to flux-tangential boundary condition) are 
plotted versus ratiocw as shown in Figure  5.14. As can be seen: 

1. The wall boundary condition at larger ratiocw is less significant, since both curves 
converge at an ultimate inductance of 288.6 mH.  

2. For the wall set to flux-normal boundary condition, the off-core inductance is higher 
than the convergent value and decreases with ratiocw.  

3. For the wall set to flux-tangential boundary condition, the off-core inductance is 
lower than the convergent value and increases with ratiocw.  

Based on the above results, the wall at higher permeability behaves similar to flux-normal 
boundary condition as the off-core inductance is decreasing with the ratiocw for both cases. 
There is a similar resemblance between the wall at lower permeability and flux-tangential 
boundary condition. As a result, the permeability of the wall corresponding to the convergent 
inductance can be assumed as a transition point from tangential-like (low permeability side) 
to normal-like (high permeability side) behavior.         
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Table  5.6 provides the transition permeability for the wall conductivity of both plain and 
corrugated types at temperatures 20 ̊C and 110 ̊C, and at different ratiocw. As can be seen, the 
transition permeability is smaller for the wall of low conductivity than that of high 
conductivity. In other words, the plain tank walls having higher conductivity can be assumed 
as flux-tangential boundary condition even at rather high magnetic permeability. In contrast 
to this, the walls of corrugated type with lower effective conductivity behave like a flux-
normal boundary condition at low magnetic permeability (this occurs at much lower 
permeability when the wall temperature rises up to its typical values during the operations). 
In addition to the conductivity, the transition permeability decreases with ratiocw. This can be 
explained by the fact that the circulating current induced in the wall is lower at farther walls, 
resulting in easier flux penetration. This means that the wall is more similar in nature to the 
flux-normal condition. 

 

 
Figure  5.13 Left: definition of ratiocw defined as ds/(Core height-Winding height), Right: the off-core 
inductance versus the wall permeability at different tank wideness ratios, 
ratiocw1<ratiocw2<ratiocw3<ratiocw4 (at a sample conductivity of 6410 kS/m) 

 

 
Figure  5.14  Upper (wall is set to flux-normal boundary condition) and lower (wall is set to flux-
tangential boundary condition) limit inductances versus of ratiotw defined as ds/(Core height-Winding 
height)  
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Table  5.6 Transition relative permeability from tangential-like to normal-like wall 

 

5.1.6.2 Impact of the tank cover 

As discussed in Section  5.1.4, the cover does not affect the terminal off-core inductances 
of Unit 1, since the cover is far above the core top. However, in some designs the winding 
leads are taken out through the wall, thus resulting in a small distance between the core top 
and the cover.  

In order to investigate the sensitivity of the off-core inductance to Core-Cover distance, 
variations of the pairs [Case 1, Case 4] and [Case 3, Case 5] with different distance ratios 
between Core-Core and Core-Wall are simulated. In each pair, only the cover has different 
boundary conditions (see Table  5.1). Figure  5.15 shows the model and results (as the off-
core inductance) where the x-axis is the ratio as defined above. As can be seen, the 
inductances of pairs [Case 1, Case 4] and [Case 3, Case 5] are convergent at the ratio of 2.5 
meaning that the cover becomes insignificant at ratios beyond this point. Repeating the 
simulations for Unit 2, the same ratio of 2.5 is obtained at the convergent point. 

               

Figure  5.15 The off-core inductance at various Core-Cover relative gap 
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To investigate the impact of the tank bottom, the wall is first set to the flux-normal and the 
bottom to the impedance boundary conditions. As can be seen in Figure  5.16, the bottom 
behaves between two extremes of flux-tangential and flux-normal conditions for relative 
magnetic permeability varying from 100 to 3000, which are more practical for structural 
steels. The wall is then considered to be more realistic by setting it to the impedance 
boundary condition. Variations of the model are simulated with different magnetic 
permeability and electric conductivity of the wall at two relative Core-Wall distances of 
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ratiocw=0.3 and ratiocw=0.8 (as defined in  5.1.6.1). As can be seen in the results shown in 
Figure  5.17, the bottom is less significant at lower wall magnetic permeability, higher wall 
conductivity, and smaller ratio, as defined above. In other words, when the wall behaves in a 
similar manner to a flux-tangential boundary condition, the bottom is not significant. This is 
the case for the corrugated walls and the walls with magnetic shunts. Conversely, the bottom 
is of higher impact when the wall conductivity is lower, the wall magnetic permeability is 
higher, and the ratio is larger. It can be realized that the walls behaving like a flux-normal 
boundary condition, which is the case for the plain walls and the walls with magnetic 
shields, mean that the bottom has a high impact. 

       

 
Figure  5.16 The off-core inductance as a function of relative permeability of the bottom at a sample 
conductivity of 6410 kS/m; the wall is set to normal boundary condition 

 

 
Figure  5.17 The off-core inductance as a function of the wall’s relative permeability, 𝜎𝑤 is the wall 
conductivity, the bottom relative permeability is 200 (red-dashed trace) and 1000 (blue-solid trace), 
ratiocw=0.3 (Left) and ratiocw=0.8 (Right).  

5.2 Parameters of the tank model 

Considering the equivalent circuit for each tank element, a number of new parameters 
including wall heights (ht), wall lengths (lt), wall thickness (𝑡𝑑) and electric conductivity (σ) 
of the tank steel are added to the existing parameter lists, the linear inductances. 

It should be noted that the linear inductances calculated in Section  5.1 using flux-
tangential and flux-normal boundary conditions instead of the actual tank walls need to be 
tuned when non-linear tank walls are involved. This is primarily due to the fact that the flux 
does not enter the wall through a single point. In Figure  5.18 illustrating a simplified flux 
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flow into the wall (in reality, the flux entrance points are continuously distributed), 
reluctance of each flux path towards the wall is denoted with Ɽi and the wall section between 
two flux-entering points by Ⱬi. When the wall has zero reluctance, the equivalent reluctance 
of the path towards the wall becomes parallel. However, when Ⱬi is not zero, the wall 
sections are also involved and an equivalent linear reluctance representing the paths towards 
the wall is no longer in parallel connection. In an equivalent circuit of such a complex 
structure, all the parameters including the wall height, thickness and conductivity as well as 
the linear inductances as calculated with extreme boundary conditions must be tuned by 
fitting the circuit to a given impedance and losses (resulting from FEA or tests) seen from 
the exited winding. The distribution of flux entering points depends on Core-Wall distance 
and electromagnetic properties of the wall steel. Core-Wall distance is a structural parameter 
dependent on the voltage level. However, the wall conductivity may vary during different 
operational conditions due to its temperature dependency. Therefore, once the tuning factors 
are obtained using the wall conductivity at a specific temperature, it must be checked to 
determine if it is still a valid tuning factor within a practical variation of temperature in the 
wall. A practical variation of the tank temperature can be assumed from 20 ̊C to 110 ̊C [84]. 

 
Figure  5.18 Flux enters and exits through several points 

5.2.1 Considerations on the wall parameters   

To investigate the capability of the off-core equivalent circuit as presented in Chapter 3 in 
reproducing the impedance and the losses, a simple 2D model as shown in Figure  5.19 is 
considered. The wall steel is modeled with the non-linear B-H curve as measured (the 
normal curve) for the 4 mm sample and electric conductivity of 6410 kS/m. The dimensions 
of the core and windings are the same as of Unit 1. The model is simulated by using 2D-
FEM in transient formulation and the impedance and losses are calculated for verifying the 
equivalent circuit.  

The equivalent circuit of this model is shown in Figure  5.20. Since the cover and bottom 
are set to a tangential boundary condition, the linear network can be reduced to only two 
linear inductances denoted with L1 and L2. Using the approach presented in Section  5.1.2, 
two linear inductances (seen from LV winding) are calculated for two variations with 
ratiocw=0.3 (based on original dimension of Unit 1) and ratiocw=0.4 (~60% wider than Unit 
1) as shown in Table  5.7. 
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Table  5.7 Linear inductances for different variations of the model shown in Figure  5.19 

Variations  ratiocw L1 L2 
Based on Unit 1 0.3  75.9 μH 838.8 μH 

~60% wider than Unit 1 0.4 188.0 μH 245.3 μH 
 

 
Figure  5.19 Simple 2D model including the wall as non-linear steel 
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Figure  5.20 The off-core equivalent circuit of the model shown in Figure  5.19 

 
The governing equations of this circuit are stated in (5.7) and (5.8).  

 
where 𝑉𝑠, 𝑖𝑠 and 𝑅𝑠 are the voltage, current and resistance of the winding excited. 𝑉𝑠 is the 
circuit input and the rest are outputs.  

 
where 𝜆2 is the flux linkage of L2 and thus 𝜆2 = ∫𝑉𝑡 𝑑𝑡 (see Figure  5.20).  

Using the time derivative of (5.8), it follows: 

 
The relation of 𝑉𝑡 and 𝑖𝑡 is described with the model presented in Chapter 3, Section   3.1.1.  

An implementation of these equations together with the tank model in MATLAB-
SIMULINK is shown in Figure  5.21.   

𝑉𝑡 = 𝑉𝑠 − 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑠 − 𝐿1
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     (5.7) 
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Figure  5.21 Implementing of the circuital equations of Figure  5.20 in MATLAB-SIMULINK 

 
The results for Variation 1 are shown in Figure  5.22 and Figure  5.23 together with the 

results from the equivalent circuit. As can be seen, a specific wall height such as 0.57 m can 
be found at which both impedance and the losses calculated are fitted to the FEM results. 

    

 
Figure  5.22 Impedance seen from LV side, ratiocw=0.3, the wall conductivity: 6410 kS/m 

 
Figure  5.23 Losses seen from LV side, ratiocw=0.3, the wall conductivity: 6410 kS/m 
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Using the same wall parameters, the FEM results can be reproduced for the wall 
conductivity reduced due to temperature rise up to 110 ̊C (see Table  5.4), as shown in 
Figure  5.24 and Figure  5.25.  

Upon further reduction in the conductivity (that can be due to the corrugation), the circuit 
parameters will need to be tuned again. As examples, the conductivities of 996 kS/m and 710 
kS/m (see Table  5.5) are chosen in the further simulations and the results are shown in 
Figure  5.26 and Figure  5.27. As can be seen, the wall height must change to 0.7 m and the 
inductance L2 must increase by a factor of 1.15 in order to fit to the FEM results. Once the 
circuit is tuned for the wall conductivity of 996 kS/m, it will be valid for the conductivity of 
710 kS/m.  

   

 
Figure  5.24 Impedance seen from LV side, ratiocw=0.3, red markings: from FEM, dashed traces: 
from equivalent circuit results with ℎ𝑡= 0.57 m at different wall conductivity 

 

 
Figure  5.25 Losses seen from LV side, ratiocw=0.3, red markings: from FEM, dashed traces: from 
equivalent circuit results with ℎ𝑡= 0.57 m at different wall conductivity 
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Figure  5.26 Impedance seen from LV side, ratiocw=0.3, red markings: from FEM, dashed trace: from 
equivalent circuit results with ℎ𝑡= 0.7 m and L2 is increased by a factor of 1.15 

 

 
Figure  5.27 Losses seen from LV side, ratiocw=0.3, red markings: from FEM, dashed trace: from 
equivalent circuit results with ℎ𝑡= 0.7 m and L2 is increased by a factor of 1.15 

 
Figure  5.28 shows the impedance and the losses versus input voltage for the second 

variation (see Table  5.7) considering a wall conductivity of 6410 kS/m that illustrates a good 
fitting capability to the FEM results with ℎ𝑡 = 0.65 m and a factor of 1.15 for L2.  

Figure  5.29 shows a sensitivity analysis of the impedance and losses on the wall 
conductivity at voltage 30 V using the circuit with the parameters ℎ𝑡 = 0.65 m and the factor 
of 1.15 for L2 as identified for the wall conductivity 6410 kS/m. As can be seen, both 
impedance and losses start slowly, deviating from the FEM results at a conductivity of 
around 4000 kS/m, which is below the conductivity variation range due to operational 
temperature rise of the tank (ranged from 6410 kS/m at 20 ̊C to 4044 kS/m at 110 ̊C).  

As a conclusion to this section, an off-core circuit tuned for conductivity at a given 
temperature will still be valid for higher temperatures (in a practical range for the 
transformer tank) and there is no need for re-tuning. 
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Figure  5.28 The impedance and losses (LV side) at wall conductivity of 6410 kS/m, wider variation, 
red markings: from FEM, dashed trace: from equivalent circuit results with ℎ𝑡=0.65 m and L2 
increased by a factor of 1.15  

 
Figure  5.29 The impedance and losses (LV side) as function of wall conductivity, wider variation at 
voltage 30 V, red markings: from FEM, black-dashed trace: from equivalent circuit results with ℎ𝑡 = 
0.65 m and L2 increased by a factor of 1.15 

 
Tuning factors of the wall height (ht) and the inductance (L2) are denoted with KH and KL, 

respectively. The KH and KL are defined as factors of, respectively, mechanical height of the 
wall (which is 1085 mm for the simulated model) and the inductance L2 (calculated with the 
approach stated in Section  5.1.2). Table  5.8 summarizes these factors identified for different 
variations of the model shown in Figure  5.18. 

  Table  5.8 Tuning factors of the circuit parameters of the model shown in Figure  5.19  

Model Conductivity KH KL 

ratiocw=0.3 
6410 kS/m 0.53 1.00 
996 kS/m 0.65 1.15 
710 kS/m 0.65 1.15 

ratiocw=0.4 6410 kS/m 0.60 1.15 

5.2.2 Considerations on the bottom parameters 

As illustrated in Section  5.1.6.3, the bottom behaves between two extreme states of flux-
tangential and flux-normal boundary conditions. This influence is further studied with a 
simple 2D model, which includes the bottom with 4 mm thickness, as shown in Figure  5.30. 
The B-H curve of the bottom is that of the 4 mm sample presented in Chapter 4. The 
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impedance and losses seen from LV winding are calculated for two variations with different 
ratiocw. The conductivity of the bottom and the wall are considered 6410 kS/m (as a plain 
plate at 20 ̊C) and 996 kS/m (as a corrugated wall at 50 ̊C), respectively.  

  

 

Figure  5.30 The simple 2D model including the bottom  

 
Once the terminal off-core inductances for the model variations of Figure  5.30 (seen from 

LV winding) are calculated (see Table  5.9) the linear inductances of the off-core equivalent 
circuit are obtained (using the approach presented in Section  5.1.2) as listed in Table  5.10.   

Since the cover is set to flux-tangential boundary condition, L4 is bypassed in the overall 
equivalent circuit and only L2 remains, which connects in parallel to the wall, as illustrated 
in Figure  5.31 (an implementation of this circuit in MATLAB-SIMULINK is presented in 
Appendix 2).  

    
Table  5.9 Off-core inductances seen from LV side of the model in Figure  5.32 

 

Table  5.10 Linear inductances of the off-core equivalent circuit 

 

LT,i [μH] Variation 1 
ratiocw=0.3 

Variation 2 
ratiocw =0.8 

Case 1 1213.7 740.4 
Case 2 75.9 211.9 
Case 3 914.7 404.7 
Case 4 1204.0 659.3 
Case 5 919.5 418.3 

 

Linear 
inductances [μH] 

Variation 1  
ratiocw=0.3  

Variation 2 
ratiocw =0.8 

L1 75.9 211.9 
L2 2238.1 882.9 
L3 1342.6 246.6 
L4 34.5 383.5 
L5 933.01 660.4 
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Figure  5.31 Equivalent circuit of the model shown in Figure  5.30, the cover is short-circuited due to 
the tangential boundary condition  

Figure  5.32 and Figure  5.33 show the impedance and the losses calculated where the red 
markings show the results of FEM simulations and the blue dashed traces are from the 
equivalent circuit (Figure  5.31). In order to consider the multiple flux entrance points to the 
wall and bottom and fit the equivalent circuit to the results from FEM simulations, the tuning 
factors of the height (KH), the linear inductance (KL) and the conductivity (KS) are found, as 
given in Table  5.11. The KS is defined as a proportional factor of the actual conductivity of 
the wall/bottom. Both the wall and the bottom have the same factors of KS and KH, while all 
the linear inductances have the same factor of KL.  

 

 
Figure  5.32 The off-core impedance (Left) and losses (Right) as a function of voltage, the model of 
Figure  5.30 - Variation 1 (see Table  5.9) 

 

 
Figure  5.33 The off-core impedance (Left) and losses (Right) as a function of voltage, the model of 
Figure  5.30 - Variation 2 (see Table  5.9) 
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Table  5.11 The tuning factors of the equivalent circuit parameters 

Model KS KH KL 
Variation 1 

(ratiocw=0.3) 1 0.78 1.6 

Variation 2 
(ratiocw=0.8) 0.55 1.3 2.3 

 
To compare the results, the impedance and the losses of the models shown in Figure  5.19 

(only the wall considered) and Figure  5.30 (the bottom also included) are plotted in 
Figure  5.34 through Figure  5.37. As can be seen, the bottom’s presence leads to an increase 
in the losses in both variations. The off-core impedance is less sensitive to the bottom’s 
presence at smaller ratiocw where the wall is dominant. However, the bottom has a stronger 
influence when  ratiocw increases and the wall behaves more as flux-normal than flux-
tangential boundary condition. These observations are expected as discussed in 
Section  5.1.6.3. 

The tank bottom is a base plate of transformers and is normally much thicker than the 
walls. The impact of the bottom thickness is also seen in the simulation results where the 
bottom is considered with a thickness of 10 mm. The bottom thickness generally has an 
increasing impact on the losses and a decreasing impact on the off-core impedance. The 
impact on the losses is not considerable at high wall conductivity (which is similar to the 
flux-tangential condition) and small ratiocw. On the contrary, the impact on the off-core 
impedance is observable at low wall conductivity (which is similar to the flux-normal 
condition) and large ratiocw.     

 
Figure  5.34 The tank bottom’s influence on the off-core impedance and the losses for Variation 1, 
electric conductivity of 996 kS/m for Wall and 6410 kS/m for Bottom, dashed trace: Bottom 
thickness is 4 mm, solid trace: Bottom thickness is 10 mm, dotted-dashed trace: no Bottom 
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Figure  5.35 The tank bottom’s influence on the off-core impedance and losses for Variation 2, 
electric conductivity of 996 kS/m for Wall and 6410 kS/m for Bottom, dashed trace: Bottom 
thickness 4 mm, solid trace: Bottom thickness 10 mm, dotted-dashed trace: no Bottom 

 

 
Figure  5.36 The tank bottom’s influence on the off-core impedance and losses for Variation 1, 
electric conductivity of 6410 kS/m for both Wall and Bottom, dashed trace: Bottom thickness 4 mm, 
solid trace: Bottom thickness 10 mm, dotted-dashed trace: no Bottom 

 

 
Figure  5.37 The tank bottom influence on the off-core impedance and losses for Variation 2, electric 
conductivity of 6410 kS/m for both Wall and Bottom, dashed trace: Bottom thickness 4 mm, solid 
trace: Bottom thickness 10 mm, dotted-dashed trace: no Bottom 
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5.2.3 Temperature impact  

As discussed, the parameters identified for the off-core path model can be considered 
temperature independent. Hence, the thermal model of the tank wall (presented in Chapter 3, 
Section  3.2) can be coupled to the circuit of Figure  5.31 (implemented in MATLAB-
SIMULINK as presented in Appendix 2, using tuning factors given in Table  5.11 for 
variation 1, ratiocw=0.3) in order to investigate the impact of the tank temperature rise on the 
impedances and losses. It is assumed that the wall is of plain type (not corrugated) and the 
electric conductivity at 20 °C is 6410 km/S. Both heat transfer mechanisms of convection 
and radiation (with emissivity=0.95) from the wall are taken into account where temperature 
dependency of the thermal parameters is considered as well. The convection coefficients of 
the air and the transformer oil as well as equivalent radiation coefficient from the outer 
surface of the wall are shown in Figure  5.38. These coefficients are calculated at ambient 
temperature of 20 °C and oil average temperature of 55 °C with the equations stated in 
Appendix 1.  

 
Figure  5.38 Hear transfer coefficient of Left: Ambient air convection coefficient (solid curve), 
Radiation from Wall outer surface (dashed curve) Right: Transformer oil convection coefficient 

 

 
Figure  5.39 The off-core impedance and losses of the model Figure  5.19, ratiocw=0.3 taking the 
thermal model into calculation, solid trace: no thermal model included, dashed trace: Oil temperature 
is 55 °C, dotted-dashed: Oil temperature is 30 °C  
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Figure  5.39 shows the simulation results in terms of impedance and losses seen from the 
LV winding at steady state condition and at two different oil temperatures of 30 °C and 55 
°C. As can be seen, the impedance is increasing with the oil temperature. The rate of 
increase is higher at higher voltages, since the temperature rise in the wall is higher due to 
the relatively higher losses. However, the increase in resistance due to temperature rise 
causes a decrease in the wall losses compared to the case where no-thermal model is used. 

Figure  5.40 shows dynamic response of the wall temperature at the input voltage of 30 V. 
It takes about 11.4 and 10.5 minutes to reach the wall steady state temperature (99%) at input 
oil temperatures of 30 °C and 55 °C, respectively. Since the thermal resistances are non-
linear, the thermal time constant is thus temperature dependent.  

Considering the wall with the conductivity of 996 kS/m (resembling the corrugated walls), 
the impedance and losses are those shown in Figure  5.41. The length of the wall considered 
for calculation of heat transfer from the outer surface is corrected with a factor of 
6410(kS/m)/996(kS/m) in order to take the surplus surface due to the corrugation into 
account. As can be seen, the impedance becomes flatter at higher voltages and the losses 
decrease faster than of the plain wall due to the temperature rise. 

 
Figure  5.40 Dynamic response of Wall temperature at Voltage of 30 V and Oil temperature of 55 °C 
(dashed trace) and 30 °C (solid trace)  

 
Figure  5.41 The off-core impedance and losses for the model Figure  5.19, ratiocw=0.3 with Wall 
conductivity of 996 kS/m, solid trace: no thermal model included, dashed trace: thermal model 
included with Oil and Air temperature of 55 °C and 20 °C, respectively  
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5.3 Winding radial position: impact on the off-core inductance 

As shown in Figure  5.6, the off-core inductance for the cases where the wall is set to a 
flux-normal boundary condition does not change to any great extent with radial displacement 
of the winding. On the contrary, the inductance is sensitive to the radial displacement when 
the wall is set to a flux-tangential boundary condition. To investigate this sensitivity for 
realistic tank walls, the model of Figure  5.5 is simulated again wherein the wall is set to the 
impedance boundary condition. The simulations are performed with the wall relative 
permeability of 20 and 1000 and the conductivity of 996 kS/m and 6410 kS/m.  

The inductance of the displaced winding normalized to the inductance at the original 
position (0%) as a function of radial relative displacement is shown in Figure  5.42. As can be 
seen, it is more sensitive to the radial displacement at lower permeability and higher 
conductivity. It could be expected since the wall with low permeability and high 
conductivity resembles the flux-tangential boundary condition.  

 
Figure  5.42 Relative inductance of the displaced winding based on inductance at 𝑑𝑃 = 0, for the wall 
conductivity of 996 kS/m (dashed trace) and 6410 kS/m (solid trace) 

 
It can be interpreted that the rate of change of the off-core inductance versus radial 

displacement is larger for the plain walls (and the walls equipped with magnetic shield) than 
for the corrugated walls (and the walls equipped with magnetic shunts). 

Based on the above explanation, it can be expected that the difference between HV and 
LV side off-core inductances (assuming that both have equal magnetic heights) is larger at 
lower excitations where the magnetic permeability is lower. This difference becomes smaller 
when the excitation increases because the magnetic working point moves towards the linear 
part of the B-H characteristics leading to higher permeability. It is worth mentioning that, the 
resistivity increase, due to the temperature rise at higher excitations, will also affect the off-
core inductance difference. 

Radial displacement can also influence the transition permeability, which is a turning point 
where the tank behavior changes from being as flux-tangential to flux-normal boundary 
conditions (see Section 5.1.6.1). As can be seen in Figure 5.43, the converged inductance for 
the same model as used in Section 5.1.6.1 where the excited winding is radially displaced by 
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50% towards the wall becomes 254.0 uH, which is ~12% smaller than the case of no-
displaced winding (288.6 uH). In fact, shifting the winding towards the wall will not 
influence the upper limit inductance, as shown in Figure  5.6 (Case 3), but has a decreasing 
impact on the lower limit inductance due to narrower gap between the excited winding and 
the wall. Hence, two graphs will meet at lower inductance and larger ratiocw. 

 
Figure  5.43 Upper (wall is set to flux-normal boundary condition) and lower (wall is set to flux-
tangential boundary condition) limit inductances versus of ratiotw defined as ds/(Core height-Winding 
height) for the case where the excited winding is radially shifted by 50% towards the wall 
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Chapter 6  
Benchmarking of the off-core model of Unit 1 

 

 OC-ZS characteristics 6.1

In order to verify the off-core model in representing actual transformers, the open circuit 
zero sequence impedance measured from HV and LV side of Unit 1 is used. First, lossless 
variations of the off-core model are considered where the tank branches are excluded and 
replaced with flux-normal and flux-tangential boundary conditions. These variations are 
introduced as simulations cases 1 through 5 in Table  5.1.  

With the lossless variations, the following questions are answered: 

1. Which of the simulation cases introduced in Table  5.1 is the most proper 
approximation for representing the actual off-core path of transformers? 

2. Which tank elements are significant and must be considered in the complete 
model?  

6.1.1 Lossless variations 

Considering simulation cases of Table  5.1 as varieties of lossless models, the off-core 
inductances calculated for each are compared with the measurements from LV as well as HV 
sides of Unit 1. Figure  6.1 shows OC-ZS inductance measured from LV side versus phase 
voltage compared to the inductances obtained for each simulation case. As can be seen: 

1.  the inductance is much larger than that of Case 2 meaning that the tank does not 
behave as flux-tangential boundary condition at all.  
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2.  the inductance is slightly lower than those of Case 3 and Case 5 at voltages lower 
than 1.8 V (that is ~1.4%); however, it becomes larger at voltages beyond that.  

3.  at higher voltages, the inductance tends to be almost constant with a small 
decreasing rate. 

Since the tank wall of Unit 1 is of the corrugated type, the effective resistivity of the wall 
is much higher, as explained in Section  5.1.6.1. Accordingly, the transition permeability is 
expected to be low as it is less than 60 (see Table  5.6) for the corrugated wall at temperature 
20 ̊C. It is even lower for higher temperatures. This means that the wall resemblance to the 
flux-normal boundary condition takes place at a lower voltage (as low as 1.3%). However, at 
very low voltages, the flux density in the wall is too small, shifting the wall magnetic 
working point to the initial region of the B-H characteristics. Hence, the tank steel shifts to 
the low permeability region (see Figure 5.13) where the wall is similar to the flux-tangential 
boundary condition, and the inductance becomes closer to that of Case 2. At higher voltages, 
additional influence of the temperature rise on the conductivity can reduce the induced 
current leading to easier penetration of the flux. Hence, the wall influence approaches the 
flux-normal condition. This may also explain almost constant inductance where the wall is 
magnetically saturated but the off-core inductance is not decreasing as expected.  

Similar observations can be made for the measurements from HV side as compared to the 
inductances of the lossless models shown in Figure  6.2. As can be seen, the measured 
inductance crosses the lines of Case 3 and Case 5 at the voltage 1.5% (about 100 V) that is 
approximately similar to that measured from LV side.  

 

 
Figure  6.1 Off-core inductances of the lossless models in comparison to the OC-ZS inductance 
measured at the LV-side of Unit 1 
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Figure  6.2 Off-core inductances of the lossless models in comparison to the OC-ZS inductance 
measured at the HV-side of Unit 1 

6.1.2 The complete model  

The complete model also includes the tank branches. As concluded in Section  6.1.1 the 
wall and the bottom of Unit 1 must be taken into account.   

Linear inductances are calculated with the approach presented in Sections  5.1.1 and  5.1.2 
as shown in Table  6.1. Since Core-Cover distance is sufficiently large to not influence the 
off-core impedance and losses (resulted in a small L4), it is excluded from the modeling. 

 
Table  6.1 Linear inductances of the off-core path for Unit 1 

Inductance Seen from LV 
[mH] 

Seen from HV 
[mH] 

L1 0.0935 172.7 
L2 1.53 2016.3 
L3 0.4625 1463.3 
L4 1.00E-05 49.8 
L5 0.0303 1594.2 

 

Table  6.2 summarizes physical and structural data to be used in the model identification. 
The thickness (𝑡𝑑), number (𝑛𝑓), fin spacing (𝑆) and height of fins (𝐻𝑓), the wall height (ℎ𝑡) 
and circumference (𝑙𝐶) are simply obtained from the tank dimensions. The effective length 
of the wall (𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑓) is calculated with 2𝑛𝑓ℎ𝑓 + 𝑙𝐶 (as clarified in  4.1.7).  

The flux path in the bottom is denoted with ℎ𝐵 (see Figure  5.30) and is calculated with 
(6.1) as the dimensions are illustrated in Figure  6.3. This figure also shows the average path 
for the current induced (𝑙𝐵) in the bottom. The length of the current path is calculated with 
(6.2) where the path at both short ends is approximated by half circles with a radius of 
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where 𝐵𝐿−𝐿 is the leg-leg distance, 𝐵𝑆 and 𝐵𝑊 are the distance of the outer leg to the tank 
short side and long side, respectively.  

The OC-ZS impedance and the losses measured from LV and HV side will be used for 
verifying of the model.  

Table  6.2 Physical and structural data of Unit 1 to be used in the modeling of off-core flux path 
 Thickness Fins  Height  Length  Conductivity 

Wall 𝑡𝑑=1.25 mm 
𝑛𝑓=44 

𝐻𝑓=120 mm 
𝑆=60 mm 

ℎ𝑡=1085 mm 𝑙𝐶=2880 mm 
𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑓=13440 mm 

𝜎20= 5820 kS/m  
𝛼20=0.0084 °C−1 

Bottom 𝑡𝐵=4 mm NA ℎ𝐵=190.6 mm 𝑙𝐵 =1484.7 mm 𝜎20= 6410 kS/m 
𝛼20=0.0065 °C−1 

 
 

 
Figure  6.3 An illustration of bottom dimension and average path of the induced current  

The following considerations are made in the simulations:  

1. Since the wall of Unit 1 is of corrugated type, the equivalent conductivity 𝜎∗ taking 
account the corrugation length is 1247 kS/m at 20 °C using (4.5).  

2. The ambient air temperature is set to 20 °C.  
3. The top and bottom oil temperature is assumed to be 20 °C (the same as the 

ambient) because the transformer had not been loaded before the tests. Since the oil 
heat capacity is large, any temperature rise in the oil due to the heat generated in 
the wall is neglected.  

4. Separate thermal models are used for the wall (corrugated vertical wall) and the 
bottom (Horizontal plate). As stated in Section  3.2.2, the characteristic length of 
the wall and the bottom are 1085 mm (the wall height) and 139.6 mm 
(Area/Perimeter), respectively. Figure  6.4 shows an illustration of the wall and the 
bottom stating which heat transfer mechanism is used for the surfaces.  

5. The wall area at the corners is considered as plain plate and both convection and 
radiation of plain vertical wall are used for them. The total length of this area is 

ℎ𝐵 = 6𝐵𝑊+2𝐵𝑆
8

  (6.1) 

 
𝑙𝐵 = 4𝐵𝐿−𝐿 + 𝜋(𝐵𝑊+𝐵𝑆)

4
      (6.2) 

 

𝐵𝐿−𝐿 =300 mm 𝐵𝑆 =162.5 mm 

𝐵𝑊 =200 mm 

Active part Bottom 

Induced current average path, 𝑙𝐵 
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calculated with (𝑙𝑐 − (𝑛𝑓 − 4)𝑆) where (𝑛𝑓 − 4)𝑆 is the total length of the wall 
under the fins. Using the dimensions in Table  6.2, the length of areas under the fins 
and the corners become 2400 mm and 250 mm, respectively.  

6. Figure  6.5 and Figure  6.6 show the heat transfer coefficients of the tank surfaces 
using the equations stated in Table  6.3. 

7. The physical parameters of the air and the oil are described in Appendix 1.  
8. The equivalent circuit of Figure  5.33 is used for the simulations. As concluded in 

Chapter 4, Section  4.1.4, the excess losses of the 1.25 mm sample are considerable, 
and this is thus taken into account in the simulations. However, the bottom is of 4 
mm steel and the excess losses are neglected. The excess losses coefficient for the 
1.25 mm steel, denoted with 𝑔𝐵, is field dependent as described in Table  4.2.  

9. Implementation of the circuit in MATLAB-Simulink is presented in Appendix 2. 
10. Thermal capacitances are calculated with 𝜌𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑡𝑉𝑠𝑡 where 𝜌𝑠𝑡, 𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑡 and 𝑉𝑠𝑡 are, 

respectively, the steel density, the specific heat capacitance and the volume. For the 
tank of Unit 1, 𝜌𝑠𝑡=7111 kg/m3, 𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑡=490 Ws/kg°C and 𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑠𝑡=0.0172 m3 for the 
wall and 0.0015 m3 for the bottom. The volumes are calculated using the 
dimensions given in Table  6.2.   

Using the tuning factors stated in Table  6.4, which are obtained by trial and error, the 
model fits to the measurements at the steady state, as shown in Figure  6.7. Figure  6.8 shows 
the wall and the bottom temperatures. As can be seen, thermal time constant of the wall is 
much lower than that of the bottom because of easier heat transfer from the wall rather than 
the bottom. This is important, because the duration of the geomagnetic disturbances with 
high magnitudes of GIC is in the range of minutes (some references mention to 5 minutes 
[16]), which is comparable with the thermal time constant calculated for the tank wall of 
Unit 1. This means that the wall will respond to such events quickly, despite of the 
discussions in the literature [15] [17]. With the average oil temperature of 55 ̊C (to be used 
for the wall inner ambient) and bottom oil temperature of 40 ̊C (to be used for the bottom 
inner ambient) resembling the full load condition, the OC-ZS impedance and the losses will 
become those as shown in Figure  6.9. As can be seen, the difference is not considerable for 
this transformer. The reason is the good heat transfer capability of the wall (see Figure  6.5 
and Figure  6.6) that prevents the temperature rise to a high extent. For large power 
transformers where the radiators are located outside, the walls have poorer heat transfer 
capability rather than corrugated walls that results in a relatively higher temperature rise in 
the wall.  

Using the linear inductances for the HV side given in Table  6.1, a new set of tuning factors 
is obtained (see Table  6.4) to fit the simulations results to the measurements from HV side, 
as shown in Figure  6.10. As a matter of fact, the winding distance to the wall influences the 
flux entering/exiting points to/from the wall and concentration of the flux lines at the wall 
inner surface, resulting in different tuning factors. 
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Figure  6.4 Heat transfer of each surface of the wall and the bottom 

 
Table  6.3 Heat transfer equations used for different surfaces of the tank 

Tank Surface Heat transfer mechanism Equation Parameters 

Wall (inner surface) Convection-Vertical (3.21) 𝐿𝑐 = 1085 mm 

Wall (outer surface) 

Convection 

Plain vertical (at the edges) 

Corrugated vertical (under the 
fins) 

 
(3.21) 

(3.22) 

 
𝐿𝑐 =1085 mm 

𝐿�𝑠 = 𝐿𝑐
𝑆

=18.1  

𝐻�𝑠 = 𝐵𝑓
𝑆

=2  

Radiation 

Plain vertical (at the edges) 

Corrugated vertical (under the 
fins) 

 
(3.27) 

(3.30) 

 
𝐿�𝑠 = 𝐿𝑐

𝑆
=18.1  

𝐻�𝑠 = 𝐵𝑓
𝑆

=2  
 

Bottom (inner 
surface) 

Convection 

Upward-facing (3.23) 
(Area/Perimeter) 

𝐿𝑐 =139.6 mm 

Bottom (outer 
surface) 

Convection 

Downward-facing (3.24) 
(Area/Perimeter) 

𝐿𝑐 =139.6 mm 

 

Downward-facing Horizontal plate 
(Convection)  

Upward-facing Horizontal plate 
(Convection)  

Bottom 

W
al

l 

Vertical plate 
(Convection / Radiation)  

Vertical plate 
(Convection)  
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Figure  6.5 Heat transfer coefficients of the wall, Left: Outer surface, Right: Inner surface 

 
Figure  6.6 Heat transfer coefficients of the bottom, solid trace: Inner surface, dashed trace: Outer 
surface 

Table  6.4 Tuning factors resulting from fitting to measurements of LV and HV sides  
(Reference to Figure  6.7 and Figure  6.10) 

Tuning factor KS  
(Conductivity) 

KH 
(Tank height) 

KL 
(Linear 

inductances) 

Kth 
(Tank 

thickness) 
LV side 0.5 0.4 0.88 2.5 
HV side 1.5 0.9 1.5 2.5 

 

 
Figure  6.7 The model results in terms of the off-core impedance (Left) and losses (Right), LV side 
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Figure  6.8 Temperature of the wall (Right) and the bottom (Left), LV side  

 
Figure  6.9 Influence of the oil temperature on calculated impedance and losses - LV side, the oil 
average temperature equals to 20 °C for both wall and bottom thermal models (solid traces), the oil 
average temperature is 55 °C for the wall thermal model and the bottom oil temperature is 40 °C for 
the bottom thermal model (dashed curve) 
 

 
Figure  6.10 The model results in terms of the off-core impedance (Left) and losses (Right), HV side 
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 SC-ZS characteristics 6.2

In order to verify the SC-ZS characteristics for the overall equivalent circuit (as presented 
in Chapter 3), SC-ZS inductances calculated from the overall equivalent circuit 
(see  Appendix 3) is verified with the values obtained with 3D-FEM (see Appendix 3).  

SC-ZS inductance seen from the outer winding differs from the inductance seen from the 
inner winding. This can be explained through the circuit as shown in Figure  6.11 (only phase 
A is included for readability). For example, if ZS voltage is applied to the inner winding (LV 
side) with outer winding short-circuited, the outer winding resistance connects parallel to the 
off-core circuit neglecting the yoke’s effects. Since the winding resistance is much smaller 
than the off-core impedance, it could be claimed that the off-core path impedance is by-
passed with the resistance of the winding. As a result, the SC-ZS impedance seen from the 
inner winding equals (slightly higher) the SC-PS impedance. In contrast to this, when the 
outer winding is exciting and the inner winding is short-circuited, the off-core circuit 
connects parallel to the series impedance of the leakage inductance and the inner winding 
resistance, as shown in Figure  6.12. The off-core impedance is much larger than the series 
impedance, meaning that the SC-ZS impedance seen from outer winding is slightly smaller 
than SC-PS impedance. This explains why SC-ZS impedance is smaller than SC-PS 
impedance in transformers with YN-d vector group [40] (An approach for calculation of SC-
PS inductance using the inductance matrix obtained from 3D-FEM is presented in Appendix 
3).  

 

Leakage 
Inductance

LLHLCL

Inner Winding Outer Winding 
Leg A

L1

L2

Yoke 

HVLV

L3

Tank Wall 

 
Figure  6.11 Illustration of SC-ZS impedance seen from LV, the off-core path connects parallel to the 
HV winding resistance (colored red) 

Table  6.5 includes SC-ZS impedances seen from the LV and HV sides for Unit 1 obtained 
from the equivalent circuit for the five simulation cases, as introduced in Table 5.1. SC-PS 
impedance seen from LV and HV sides are, respectively, 7.4 mΩ and 17.4 Ω for Unit 1. As 
can be seen, SC-ZS impedance seen from LV side (HV short-circuited) equals SC-PS 
impedance for all the cases. However, HV side values (LV short-circuited) are slightly 
smaller than SC-PS impedances due to the influence of the off-core inductances, as 
explained earlier in this section. This influence is more visible for Case 2 because the off-
core inductance is much smaller than the other cases (see Table  5.3). As a matter of fact, the 
walls with flux-tangential boundary condition is similar to a short-circuited turn and the 

Off-core path (seen from LV) 
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inductance seen from HV equals the parallel connection of leakage inductances between 
HV-LV and HV-Wall. The results from the equivalent circuit have good agreement with the 
results obtained directly from 3D-FEM as presented in Table  6.6 demonstrating the 
adequacy of the circuit model in representing SC-ZS characteristics. 

 

Leakage 
Inductance

LLH

LCL

Inner Winding Outer Winding 

Leg A

L1

L2

Yoke 

HVLV

L3

Tank Wall 

 
Figure  6.12 Illustration of SC-ZS impedance seen from HV, the off-core path connects parallel to 

series impedance of the leakage inductance and the LV winding resistance (colored red). 

As stated in Chapter 5, the tank walls act between two extreme states (due to non-linear 
behavior of the wall steel) of flux-tangential and flux-normal boundary conditions and hence 
SC-ZS impedance will be non-linear to some extent. Using the detailed wall model presented 
in Chapter 5, SC-ZS impedances seen from the HV side (LV short-circuited) - both 
calculated and measured - are shown in Figure  6.13. As can be seen, the impedance is 
slightly voltage dependent at lower voltages, but tends towards the impedance of Case 1 (in 
which the tank walls are set to the flux-normal boundary condition). When the LV side is 
short-circuited, the wall is magnetized at relatively low and medium flux densities where the 
magnetic working point remains in the linear region of the B-H curve. This, together with 
relatively high resistance of the corrugated walls, leads to a behavior resembling flux-normal 
boundary condition. At very low voltages, the working point moves to the initial region of 
the B-H curve leading to the inductance (permeability) reduction. However, this may be 
different in transformers with plain walls where the wall resistance is much lower and, thus, 
the wall magnetic behavior may approach to the flux-tangential boundary condition.  

 
Table  6.5 SC-ZS impedance calculated with the equivalent circuit for Unit 1 

 

Unit 1 
LV short-circuited HV short-circuited 

Z [Ω] L [mH] R [Ω] Z [Ω] L [uH] R [Ω] 
Case 1 16.8 51.6 4.5 7.4E-03 22.6 1.96E-03 
Case 2 13.4 41.0 3.7 7.4E-03 22.8 1.95E-03 
Case 3 16.6 50.9 4.4 7.4E-03 22.6 1.96E-03 
Case 4 16.8 51.6 4.5 7.4E-03 22.6 1.96E-03 
Case 5 16.6 50.9 4.4 7.4E-03 22.6 1.96E-03 

 

Off-core path (seen from HV) 
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Table  6.6 Comparison of SC-ZS inductances calculated with 3D-FEM and equivalent circuit 

 

 
Figure  6.13 SC-ZS impedance seen from HV side (LV short-circuited) - Unit 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simulation Cases 
Unit 1 

LV Short-circuited 
[mH] 

HV Short-circuited 
[µH] 

1 
Equivalent Circuit 51.6 22.6 

3D-FEM 51.1 22.5 

2 
Equivalent Circuit 41.0 22.8 

3D-FEM 41.1 22.7 

3 
Equivalent Circuit 50.9 22.6 

3D-FEM 51.1 22.5 

4 
Equivalent Circuit 51.6 22.6 

3D-FEM 51.2 22.5 

5 
Equivalent Circuit 50.9 22.6 

3D-FEM 51.1 22.5 
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Chapter 7  
Applications  

 

 DC biased operation of transformers 7.1

As stated in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1, to analyze DC biased transformers, it is necessary to 
include a sufficiently detailed model for the off-core flux path. This is of great importance 
for 3-legged cores where the off-core path is the only way that the flux closes its loop.  
However, the cores of the 5-legged type also need a proper representation of the off-core 
path when the outer legs saturate and the flux flowing off the core increases [14].  

7.1.1 The wall magnetization - AC excitation with DC offset  

In order to analyze the wall magnetization under DC biasing, the wall model presented in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.3, is used in a simple test circuit, as illustrated in Figure  7.1. The AC is 
a voltage source representing the power network with a frequency of 50 Hz and the DC 
represents any source driving DC current into the transformer winding such as GIC. The 
GIC has a very slow nature with a frequency range of 0.0001 Hz to 1 Hz (to be the period in 
the range of seconds to hours) [106]. Most researchers have considered GIC to be as a step 
function, which drives the DC current through the neutral point of windings.  

In the following simulations, a step voltage is used to represent the driving source of the 
GIC. The wall is considered with a height of 1.0 m, thickness of 4.0 mm and with the same 
length as the wall circumference of Unit 1, which is 2.88 m.  
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Figure  7.2 through Figure  7.4 show the simulation results including the magnetization 
current, eddy current induced in the wall inner surface and the losses for the wall 
conductivity of 6410 kS/m. The AC excitation has been tuned in such a way that the 
maximum flux density at the inner surface of the wall (denoted with Bm in the figures) 
becomes 0.1 T (Figure  7.3) and 1 T (Figure  7.2). As can be seen in the results: 

1. Only the magnetizing current contains a DC component, whereas the eddy currents 
induced are free from this at steady state, as seen in the Figure  7.2 and Figure  7.3.  

2. The losses increase with GIC in general; however, it is less effective at lower flux 
densities, as seen in Figure  7.4 (Left).  

3. The flux generated by GIC does not induce any voltage, and thus, any current, due 
to its stationary nature (at steady state). Accordingly, no losses in the wall are 
generated by GIC itself. However, DC (at steady state) combined with AC flux 
shifts the AC flux on the B-H curve that causes an increase in the losses.     

In order to investigate the impact of time varying nature of GIC, the simulations at Bm=1 T 
and GIC=20 A are repeated. In this simulation, a sinusoidal voltage source (with an 
amplitude of 20 A) is used to represent the GIC source (instead of the step voltage source in 
Figure  7.1) that is positively shifted to give a DC component of 20 A at frequencies of 1 Hz, 
0.5 Hz and 0.1 Hz. As can be seen in Figure  7.4 (Right), frequency sweep from 0 Hz to 1 HZ 
has almost no significant influence (less than 2%) in the losses.  

 
Figure  7.1 The circuit (top) considered for DC magnetization of the wall and its implementation 
(bottom) in MATLAB-SIMULINK 

iw

is Rs

DC

AC Wall model
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Figure  7.2 Wall magnetization current (Left), Wall eddy current induced - Inner surface (Right) at 
Bm=1 T, GIC=15 A, Conductivity=6410 kS/m 

 
Figure  7.3 Wall magnetization current (Left), Wall eddy current induced - Inner surface (Right) at 
Bm= 0.1 T and GIC = 15 A, Conductivity = 6410 kS/m 

 
Figure  7.4 Wall losses at different GIC and Bm amplitudes (Left). Variation of the losses at different 
GIC frequencies when GIC is considered as a sinusoidal voltage source with an amplitude of 20 A 
positively shifted to give a DC component of 20 A, and Bm = 1 T (Right)  
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As a conclusion to this section: 

1. The AC off-core flux in the wall is the key when GIC occurs. The DC flux that is 
not generating any losses in the wall by itself, however, influences the AC losses 
by shifting the magnetic working point on the B-H curve of the wall steel.  

2. The time varying nature of GIC (with frequency as low as 1 Hz and below) does 
not influence the losses significantly.         

3. When the wall losses can be neglected, it is possible to eliminate the tank branches 
from the model (except for the tank equipped with magnetic shields) and replace 
them with open-circuits (that means the tank behaves like a flux-normal boundary 
condition). This is mainly because the magnetic penetration depth is significantly 
larger than the wall thickness at such low frequency of GIC, and the wall 
reluctance against the oil-gap reluctance is negligible. The off-core inductance to 
be used in the overall model is therefore the inductance as calculated for Case 1 
(see Table 5.1). 

7.1.2 Simulation of Unit 1 subjected to GIC  

Operation of Unit 1 under GIC event is studied using the model tuned in Chapter 6. 
Figure  7.6 shows the simulation circuit where the load ZL is supplied through the 
transformer Unit 1 at the HV side. The LV side is connected to the network with stiff voltage 
source. The transformer is loaded at 70% with ZL=10+jω1.97. The RS is a negligible 
resistive series source impedance of 20 mΩ. To represent the GIC, a DC voltage source is 
applied between the ground and the neutral point of the HV winding.   

DC

yn      YN~
Rs

ZL

 
Figure  7.5 System topology used in the simulations 

The transformer is represented by the overall model shown in Figure  7.8 with the 
following considerations. 

• Since the magnetizing current gets high orders of harmonics with high magnitudes when 
the transformer is subjected to GIC, an accurate estimation of winding losses at higher 
frequencies is necessary. The primary side (that is LV winding) consists of one layer of 
21 turns. The DC resistance (𝑅𝐿𝑉_𝐷𝐶) of the winding is equal to 0.00082 Ω that is 
modified with (7.1) to include the AC effects [107].  

 
where 𝑅𝐿𝑉_𝑎𝑐 is the ac resistance of the LV winding and 𝑁 = (1 + 𝑗) 𝑎

𝛿
, 𝑅 is the diameter 

of the winding conductor, 𝛿 = �2/𝜎𝑐𝑠𝜇0𝜔 (whereas 𝜎𝑐𝑠: the copper electric 

 

𝑅𝐿𝑉_𝑎𝑐 = 𝑅𝐿𝑉_𝐷𝐶 ∙ Real �𝑁 ∙ �coth(𝑁) − 2
3

tanh(𝑁) + 2
3
𝑛𝑐2 tanh �𝑠

2
���  (7.1) 
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conductivity = 58 MS/m, 𝜇0: free space magnetic permeability, 𝜔: angular frequency) is 
the magnetic penetration depth in copper, and 𝑛𝑐 is the number of layers = 1. 

The equation (7.1) is realized through a Foster series circuit consisting of one R-L cell, 
as shown in Figure  7.6 (Left). The parameters are identified as 0.00082 Ω, 0.00356 Ω 
and 2.0×107 H for 𝑅𝐿𝑉_𝐷𝐶, 𝑅𝑠1 and 𝐿𝑠1, respectively. Figure  7.6 (Left) shows fitting 
quality of the identified Foster circuit in representing (7.1).   

 
• Non-linear branch of the main legs and yokes is modeled by means of a parallel R-L 

circuit with constant resistance and non-linear inductance representing the core losses 
and the magnetization characteristics of the core, respectively. Parameters of the core 
are estimated by fitting to the no-load test results, as discussed in [61] [64] [108]. 
Figure  7.7 shows the magnetization characteristics of the leg and the yoke. The losses 
equivalent resistances are 101.3 Ω and 103.5 Ω for the leg and the yoke, respectively.  

 

• Leakage inductance (LLH) between the windings is obtained from short circuit test as 
23.3 uH [61]. The inductance LLC between the innermost winding and the core leg is 
estimated as one third of leakage inductance (=7.8 uH) [61]. 

• The off-core equivalent circuit presented in Chapter 6, Section  6.1.2, which is tuned for 
the HV side, is used to represent the DC flux path outside the core.  

RLV_DC

Rs1

Ls1

 

 
Figure  7.6 Left: Foster equivalent circuit, Right: AC resistance of the LV winding vs. frequency 
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Figure  7.7 Left: Core equivalent circuit, Right: Magnetization characteristics of the core (Unit 1) 
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Figure  7.8 The dual circuit model implemented in ATPDraw for GIC simulations 
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As concluded in Section  7.1.1, the walls resemble the flux-normal boundary condition for 
the DC flux. Hence, the DC current should not see the tuning factors of the linear 
inductances or the calculated flux will be underestimated. Since all the linear inductances are 
tuned by the same factor, dividing the DC source by this factor will compensate its effect. In 
the following simulations, the GIC/KL is thus applied to the intended transformer. In 
addition, it is applied as a step function with a slow rise time of 3 s preventing high 
frequency transients.    

Figure  7.9 shows the magnetizing currents at different GIC levels. As can be seen, the half 
cycle saturation of the core results in a considerable increase in the half cycle of the 
magnetizing current. Figure  7.10 shows the effective values of the magnetizing currents 
versus the GIC levels.  

 

 
Highly distorted magnetizing current (see Figure  7.9) results in a large amount of 

harmonics injected to the network. Figure  7.11 shows the harmonic content of the 
magnetizing current normalized by the main component (50 Hz) for the GIC=10 A and 
GIC=100 A at the neutral point. As can be seen, both even and odd harmonics exit in the 
frequency spectrum of the magnetizing current that should be taken into account in 
protection relays setting.  

The voltage and current induced in the wall are shown in Figure  7.12. As can be seen, with 
fully symmetrical network voltages, there is no zero sequence voltage and thus no 

     
Figure  7.9 Magnetizing current at different levels of GIC 
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Figure  7.10 The effective (rms) values of magnetizing current as a function of GIC levels 
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considerable voltage (and then current) induced in the walls. The losses due to such 
inductions in the walls are negligible even at a GIC of 100 A.   

 

 
Figure  7.13 compares the currents induced in the innermost layer of the wall and the 

bottom at GIC=100 A. As can be seen, the bottom has a considerable contribution that 
cannot be neglected in the modeling of the tank.  

The magnetizing currents of the wall and the bottom are also shown in Figure  7.14. As can 
be seen, the DC magnetizing current is the major component as expected. Moreover, it can 
be observed that both have the DC values superimposed on the AC currents.  

In addition to the time domain waveforms, the frequency content of the wall currents is 
also informative. Figure  7.15 shows the frequency spectrum of the wall magnetizing 

 
Figure  7.11 Harmonic content of the transformer magnetizing current  
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Figure  7.12 Distribution of voltage (Bottom) and current (Top) induced in the walls at GIC=100 A 
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(flowing through the first non-linear inductor in the equivalent circuit) and eddy currents in 
the first (innermost) layer of the wall discretized up to 20th harmonic. As can be seen, the 
eddy currents flowing through the walls only include the zero sequence harmonics consisting 
of 3rd, 6th, 9th, etc. However, the wall magnetizing current includes a dominant DC 
component, which is far larger than the AC components. These results are expected, since: 

- the wall is encompassing all three phases meaning that the voltages induced by each 
phase summed up and due to 3-phase symmetry are cancelled out leaving only zero 
sequence harmonics. It must be noted that the geometrical symmetry of the transformer 
from the off-core flux path point of view can influence this result. In other words, if 
the tank distance to the outer phases is different, the off-core linear inductances will be 
different for each phase, thus resulting in asymmetric voltages induced in the walls. 
Hence, the positive sequence frequencies will also exist in the induced wall current.  

- the DC flux does not induce any voltage in the wall and thus, the current, which 
generates the losses in the walls, has no DC component. 

- the DC magnetizing currents flowing through the non-linear inductors are responsible 
for the DC flux in the tank. The magnitude of the DC current is far larger than the AC 
components due to the GIC in the secondary winding. 

 

 
In contrast to the wall and the bottom currents, the currents in the linear inductors linked to 

each phase include the fundamental frequency (50 Hz) in addition to the higher frequencies 
as can be seen in Figure  7.16. As explained, the harmonics other than third multiples are of 

 
Figure  7.13  The wall and the bottom magnetizing current - Innermost layer at GIC=100 A 
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Figure  7.14  The current induced in the wall and bottom - Innermost layer at GIC=100 A 
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positive sequence quantities that are cancelled out in the tank (walls and bottoms). The DC 
component is not shown in the bar diagrams of Figure  7.16, emphasizing the AC 
components. 

 
It is worth noting that the core clamping and the tie bars can be considered in parallel to 

the linear inductors of the L1, L2 and L3. In fact, these metallic parts are magnetically in 
series with the oil gaps. It can be concluded that the heating effect during GIC events due to 
the flux in the tie bars and the core clamp may be potentially more significant than in the 
tank walls. Investigation of the losses in these parts and considering them in the circuital 
modeling is, however, out of scope of this PhD work.  

 
The reactive power consumption of Unit 1 during GIC events is shown in Figure  7.17 as a 

function of GIC level. A linearly relationship between the reactive power consumption and 
GIC is repeatedly reported in the literature. In order to see the effect of the tank in the overall 
reactive power seen from LV side, the lossless model of Case 3, which is the closest to the 
test results as shown in Section  6.1.1, is also simulated and the results are shown in 
Figure  7.17 with the dashed trace. As can be seen, the reactive power is overestimated when 
the lossless model is used compared to the results from the complete model.  

There is similar behavior for the magnetizing current, active and apparent power seen from 
LV side as shown in Figure  7.18, Figure  7.19 and Figure  7.20. As shown in Figure  7.20, the 
apparent power is exceeding the rated power at approximately GIC=65 A using the complete 
model, while it is estimated to occur at GIC=55 A when using the lossless model.  

 
Figure  7.15  Frequency spectrum of the wall magnetizing (Blue bars) and eddy currents (Red 
bars) in the innermost layer, GIC=100 A 
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Figure  7.16 Currents of the inductors L1 (Left) and L2 (Right) 
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Figure  7.17 Reactive power of Unit 1 versus GIC 
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Figure  7.18 Magnetizing current (rms) versus GIC 
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Figure  7.19  Active power seen from LV side versus GIC 
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Figure  7.20 Apparent power seen from LV side at different GIC levels 
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 Unbalanced operation of 3-phase transformers 7.2

Asymmetrical operation of transformers occurs in two cases: 

1. Primary-side voltage unbalance  
This condition occurs when the 3-phase voltage applied to the primary side is not 
symmetrical. This means that there is a ZS component of voltage, which drives the 
ZS current resulting in the ZS flux.  

 
2. Secondary-side load unbalance  

This condition occurs when the load connected to the secondary side of transformer 
is not symmetrical meaning that the load impedance of the phases differs from one 
another resulting in ZS loading of the transformer. In this case, a ZS current source 
can represent the unbalanced load. 

Depending on which winding, the inner or the outer, is driving the ZS current, the ZS flux 
path is different as shown in Figure  7.21. As can be seen, when the inner winding supplies 
the ZS current, the ZS flux path includes the core in series with the leakage channel parallel 
to the off-core path. The ZS flux path is different when the outer winding supplies the ZS 
current. In this case, it includes the off-core path in series to the leakage channel parallel to 
the core.  In both cases, the flux in the leakage channel depends on the electric impedance of 
the other (than the one excited with the ZS voltage/current) winding. The lower the 
impedance, the higher the flux in the leakage channel will be. This impedance can be either 
the load impedance (for the primary-side voltage unbalance) or the network equivalent 
impedance at the primary side (for the secondary-side load unbalance). These different flux 
paths depending on the ZS excited side explains different ZS impedances measured from HV 
and LV sides, as also discussed in Section  6.2. 

 
Figure  7.21 The ZS flux path depending on which winding drives the ZS current, Left: Inner winding 
supplies the ZS current, Right: Outer winding supplies the ZS current 

The dual circuit model consisting of a detailed off-core path equivalent circuit, introduced 
in this thesis, can conveniently represent the different ZS excitation cases. As an example, 
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Table  7.1 illustrates the cases where the LV (inner winding) is the primary and the HV (outer 
winding) is the secondary with the steady state equations of the ZS impedances. The same 
symbols are used for both impedances in order to prevent complications caused by the 
overuse of symbols; however, they are referred to the side, which is excited.  

The first row shows the primary side voltage unbalance (LV side) situation where the load 
impedance is connected to the off-core impedance in parallel, then in series with the leakage 
and network common point impedance (ZS). The impedance ZS+Leakage is equal to ZS+ZLeakage 
where ZLeakage includes the winding resistance plus leakage inductance.  

The second row shows the secondary side load unbalance (HV side) situation where the 
zero sequence load current (I0) sees ZS+ZLeakage in parallel to Zoff-core as the transformer zero 
sequence impedance.  

Table  7.1 Zero sequence current path for loaded transformer, the HV (outer winding) side is 
considered secondary connected to the load, and LV side (inner winding) is considered primary 

connected to the network through ZS 

Circuit diagram ZS Impedance 
Steady state 

Leg A

Z_loadV0

ZS

Leakage 
Inductance

LLH

LCL

Inner Winding Outer Winding 

L1

L2

Yoke 

HVLV

L3

Tank Wall 

 

Z0=(Zload∥Zoff-core)+ZS+leakage 
(all impedances are referred to 

LV side) 

I0

Leakage 
Inductance

LLH

LCL

Inner Winding Outer Winding 

Leg A

L1

L2

Yoke 

HVLV

L3

Tank Wall 

 

Z0=(ZS+leakage∥Zoff-core) 
(all impedances are referred to 

HV side) 

 
Considering Unit 1, each term of the equations given in Table 7.1 can be calculated as 

follows:   

1. If the unit is loaded with rated power of 300 kVA at the HV side with rated voltage 

of 11430 kV, a load impedance of 114302

300000
= 435.5 Ω magnitude per phase is needed. 

Referring to the LV side with turn’s ratio squared (48.67), it becomes 0.184 Ω.  
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2. As presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.4, the Zoff-core of Unit 1 varies from 0.13 Ω to 
0.16 Ω from the LV side, and between 200 Ω and 400 Ω from HV side.    

3. The impedance ZS+Leakage has a magnitude of 0.0074 Ω (RHV+jXLeakage referred to 
LV) seen from LV side, and 17.52 Ω (RLV+jXLeakage referred to HV) seen from HV 
side.  

As can be seen, Zload (0.184 Ω) and Zoff-core (0.13-0.16 Ω) are comparable in magnitude 
meaning that the zero sequence current is equally shared between the load and the off-core 
inductance.  

However, from the load side (the HV), ZS+Leakage and Zoff-core are 17.52 Ω and 200 Ω 
(varying up to 400 Ω), respectively. Therefore, the off-core is easily bypassed, resulting in 
lesser current to the off-core branch.  

7.2.1 Unbalanced simulation of Unit 1  

To investigate the explanations given above with time domain simulations, the model 
introduced and developed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 is run with voltage unbalance as well 
as load unbalance condition. As illustrated in Figure  7.22, the overall model of the 
transformer Unit 1 is implemented in ATPdraw. As discussed in Chapter 5, only the wall and 
the bottom are taken into account since the cover has no impact on the results. The off-core 
path parameters are those as presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. The LV winding is the 
primary connected to the voltage source and the HV winding is the secondary connected to 
the load. Non-linear branches of the legs and yokes, leakage inductance (LLH) and core-inner 
winding inductance (LLC) are identified through using no-load and short circuit test results 
[103] [108]. The Rn and RN are neutral resistances of the windings and Rg is the load neutral 
resistance, which have relatively small values of 1 μΩ. Two unbalanced situations are 
examined with, first single phase to ground short circuit at the primary side, and, second with 
single phase to ground short circuit at the secondary side as extreme scenarios of two 
unbalance situations. The currents flowing through the neutral resistances (LV and HV 
windings) as well as through the off-core circuit (Current of L1) are considered as outputs. 
Figure  7.23 shows the results for the first scenario, with single phase to ground fault at the 
transformer LV terminal. Zero sequence phase currents are obtained with equations of 
I0_Primary = I_Rn

3
,  I0_Secondary = I_RN

3
×48.667 where 48.667, I_RN and I_Rn are the 

HV/LV turns ratio, HV side neutral current and LV side neutral current, respectively. 

As can be seen, the zero sequence current flowing through the secondary side is much 
lower than that of the off-core path as could be expected from the previously provided 
explanations in Section  7.2.  

Figure  7.24 shows the results for the load side single phase to ground fault where phase A 
is short-circuited at time 0.5 s. As can be seen, the situation is like load side zero sequence 
excitation where the phase zero sequence current of the secondary side is larger than that of 
the primary side. As expected from Table  7.1, the off-core path current is much lower than 
the phase zero sequence current of primary winding meaning that the off-core path is 
bypassed by the leakage channel and primary winding resistance.  
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Figure  7.22 The model of Unit 1 implemented in ATPDraw - Only the wall and the bottom are 
considered since the cover has no impact (as discussed in Chapter 5) 
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  In addition to these two extreme scenarios, two more scenarios with single-phase half-

load impedance (load impedance of a phase is halved) and half voltage (voltage of a phase is 
halved) are also considered. Figure  7.25 and Figure  7.26 show the results including zero 
sequence phase-currents of primary and secondary sides as well as off-core path currents. As 
can be seen, the half-voltage scenario at the primary side results in higher off-core current 
than half-load scenario at the secondary side. 

As a conclusion of this section, it is again emphasized that the off-core flux can be 
considerable when the primary side voltage unbalance occurs as well as when asymmetrical 
high impedance short circuit occurs at the load side. For such situations, the detailed model 
of the tank is of great importance when the tank flux and its impacts on the ZS impedance 
and the losses in the walls are of interest. 

 
 

  
Figure  7.23 Single phase to ground short circuit at the primary side, I0_Primary (green dotted-
dashed) and I0_Secondary (red-dashed) compared to the off-core path current (blue solid)  
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Figure  7.24 Single phase to ground fault at the secondary side, I0_Primary (green dotted-dashed) 
and I0_Secondary (red-dashed) compared to the off-core path current (blue solid) 
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Figure  7.25 Zero sequence currents of the primary (dotted-dashed) and secondary (dashed) sides 
compared to the off-core path current (solid), Left: single-phase half-load, Right: Single-phase half-
voltage  

 

Figure  7.26 The off-core path currents in scenarios half-load (solid red) and half-voltage (dashed 
blue)  
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Chapter 8  
Conclusions and future works  

 Conclusion 8.1

A topologically correct equivalent circuit is proposed for the off-core flux path using the 
duality principle. The tank walls, cover and bottom are realized in the modeling as a non-
linear R-L ladder circuit, obtained from the finite difference approximation of the one-
dimensional magnetic diffusion equation. The tank sections are connected to the basic 
equivalent circuit of the transformer (including the core and the windings) with linear 
inductors representing the oil gaps between the tank and the active part.  

Due to the duality feature of the equivalent circuit, the losses of the tank including the 
wall, the bottom and the cover are modeled in their topologically correct areas. The 
differences between the ZS impedances seen from different windings are explored at 
different conditions in terms of magnetic permeability and electric conductivity of the tank. 
As discussed in the thesis, the impedance difference is negligible when the wall behaves like 
a flux-normal boundary condition (as it is the case for the walls of corrugated kind or 
equipped with magnetic shunts). This difference is relatively larger when the wall behaves 
like a flux-tangential boundary condition (as it is the case for the walls of plain kind or 
equipped with magnetic shield).   

In addition, the thermal effect of the heat generated in the tank is taken into consideration 
by means of a thermal equivalent circuit. In this thermal model, the tank is considered as a 
thermal node (no temperature difference between inner and outer sides) connected to the oil 
and ambient nodes with constant temperatures through non-linear thermal resistances.  
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There is a set of unknowns to be identified including linear inductances of the oil gaps, 
dimensional parameters of the tank, electromagnetic/thermal properties of the tank steel and 
the coolant mediums (the oil and the air) as well as thermal resistances and capacitances. The 
calculation approaches of the parameters with comprehensive discussions are presented, as 
detailed in Chapter 5.  

In order to identify the electromagnetic properties of the tank steel, extensive magnetic 
measurements are performed to identify the B-H characteristics (normal curve and hysteresis 
loops), hysteresis losses, dynamic losses and frequency dependency of each loss 
mechanisms. The electric conductivity and the temperature coefficients are also measured on 
the tank steel samples. Further analysis is performed on the measurement results to 
characterize different loss mechanisms including hysteresis, classical eddy current and 
excess losses.  

The model proposed is implemented in MATLAB-SIMULINK and successfully used to 
reproduce the OC-ZS and the SC-ZS impedances of the 3-phase, 3-legged transformer under 
study, termed Unit 1 in this thesis. 

As applications of the proposed model, transformers under DC biasing as well as under 
unbalanced voltage and load conditions are studied.  

In the following, a summary of the conclusions for each part the work is provided. 

a) Electric equivalent circuit of the off-core flux path 

1. The linear inductances of the off-core circuit are calculated using 3D-FEM with extreme 
boundary conditions on the walls. For this purpose, five simulation cases are defined 
based on flux-normal and flux-tangential boundary conditions set on the different tank 
elements (the wall, the cover and the bottom) as detailed in Chapter 3.  

2. The tank walls are preliminarily considered with impedance boundary condition to 
investigate the effect of the walls magnetic permeability and electric conductivity in the 
terminal off-core inductances. This is compared with the results obtained from the 
calculations in which the walls are set to extreme boundary condition, as used for 
computing the linear inductances.  
• As the simulations show, the tank with high magnetic permeability and low electric 

conductivity behaves like a flux-normal boundary condition. The wall equipped with 
the magnetic shunts is the design closest to this condition.  

• In contrast, the tank with low magnetic permeability and high electric conductivity 
behaves like a flux-tangential boundary condition. The wall equipped with the 
magnetic shields is the design closest to this condition. 

3. The walls of corrugated type have larger electric resistance compared to the walls of plain 
type and this affects the magnetic flux penetration depth. 

4. In cases where the tank losses are not of interest, the lossless variations of the proposed 
model, where the tank is removed and the model is set to the proper  boundary conditions 
(either flux-normal or flux-tangential), can be used instead of the complete model. In such 
circumstances:   
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• The walls of corrugated type and the walls equipped with the magnetic shunts can be 
replaced by a flux-normal boundary condition due to relatively lower effective 
electric conductivity.   

• The walls of plain type and the walls equipped with the magnetic shields can be 
replaced by a flux-tangential boundary condition due to relatively higher electric 
conductivity. 

5. To fit the off-core model to the measurements, the linear inductances (calculated with 
extreme boundary conditions on the tank), the tank steel conductivity and the height of 
the tank must be tuned by proper factors. This is principally a result of the assumption 
that the flux enters/leaves the tank through single points.  

6. The tank’s influence on the off-core flux path depends on its relative distance to the active 
part. The cover is normally far from the core (the winding leads are taken out from the 
cover) and thus less significant in the off-core flux path. From the simulations of the 
transformer studied in this thesis, when the ratio between the core-cover distance and the 
core-wall distance is larger than 2.5, the cover can be neglected. The walls are normally 
optimized to be relatively close to the active part. The bottom is always right under the 
core, and thus cannot be neglected.  

7. SC-ZS impedance is much lower than the SC-PS impedance when the wall behaves in a 
similar way to flux-normal boundary condition (as the case for the wall with magnetic 
shunts and the wall of corrugated type). 

8. SC-ZS impedance is slightly lower than the SC-PS impedance when the wall behaves in a 
similar way to flux-tangential boundary condition (as the case for the wall with magnetic 
shields and the plain wall). 

9. The SC-ZS impedance seen from the inner winding is smaller than that seen from the 
outer winding due to the off-core impedance. This difference is relatively larger when the 
wall behaves in a similar way to flux-tangential boundary condition. 

b) Thermal equivalent circuit of the tank walls 

1. In cases concerning the large off-core flux, the losses in the tank may cause high 
temperatures such that the electromagnetic behavior changes considerably. The thermal 
circuit proposed in this thesis can be used to predict the temperature rise and be fed back 
to correct the electric conductivity of the tank steel and then calculate the losses.   

2. The temperature rise causes a decrease in the losses and an increase in the impedance. 
This can explain why the ZS impedance becomes flatter at higher excitations while it is 
expected to reduce due to lower permeability at the saturation region of the tank steel.  

3. The inner surface of the tank is considered with convection heat transfer coefficients for 
the vertical walls and the horizontal plates of the cover and the bottom.  

4. The outer surface of the tank is considered with both convection and radiation heat 
transfer coefficients for the vertical walls (plain and corrugated) and horizontal plates of 
the cover and the bottom.  

5. As shown in the simulations, the thermal time constant of the wall and the bottom are 
different; it is much lower for the wall than the bottom due to easier heat transfer from the 
wall. 
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6. Thermal effects on the tank steel may not be significant in the corrugated walls due to the 
easier heat transfer from the outer surfaces. However, in the plain walls, it may be more 
effective since the oil cooling radiators are normally installed beyond the walls.  

c) Magnetic measurements on the tank steel specimen 

1. The ratio between the hysteresis losses and the dynamic losses is notably small in thick 
steels (while the opposite is the case in the much thinner core laminations) especially at 
higher excitations. Therefore, the hysteresis can be neglected in electromagnetic modeling 
of the tank. 

2. Since the tank walls are magnetized at wide ranges of flux density, the non-linear 
behavior of the B-H curve at the initial region as well as the saturation region must be 
taken into account. For this purpose, the single-value normal B-H curve can be used.   

3. The classical eddy current losses are the major part of the dynamic losses in the tank 
walls thicker than of 4 mm. This means that the excess losses can be easily neglected in 
large power transformers where the walls are of 6 mm or thicker steel plates.  However, 
the excess losses can be comparable to the classical eddy current losses in the steel plates 
as thin as 1.25 mm. Such thin walls are common in distribution transformers.   

4. Temperature rises have a significant influence on the classical eddy current losses of thick 
specimens.  

d) Simulation of transformers subjected to GIC  

1. The walls act like a flux-normal boundary condition for the DC flux. Thus, no voltage is 
induced in the walls and no losses generated.  

2. The off-core AC flux in the wall is the key when GIC occurs. This influences the AC 
losses by shifting the magnetic working point on its magnetic B-H curve. 

3. The time varying nature of GIC does not influence the losses in the wall. 
4. The model proposed for the off-core flux path is tuned to reproduce the ZS test results 

measured at power frequency. The GIC is a near DC current, meaning that the current 
induced is so small that the wall under such near DC excitation can resemble a wall with a 
small electric conductivity. In other words, the wall behaves like a flux-normal boundary 
condition at such low frequency. Hence, the tuning factors of the linear inductances (KL), 
which are used for the wall under AC excitation at power frequency, are no longer 
applicable. To consider this fact, GIC must be divided by the KL to ensure that the DC 
flux is shared correctly between the linear inductances.  

5. As can be seen in the GIC simulations, the voltage and currents induced in the tank have 
only third multiplied harmonics, which are of zero sequence kinds. It means that the 
power frequency flux that leaks from the core during the GIC does not appear in the tank 
walls. This may reduce the losses in the walls to high extent.  

6. The power frequency off-core flux can appear in the off-core linear inductances. The 
metallic parts of tie-bars and core clamps can be represented with non-linear resistors 
parallel to the L1, L2 and L3. Hence, the losses in these parts due to the power frequency 
off-core flux (and thus, the temperature rise) can be increased considerably during the 
GIC event.  
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7. Although the losses in the tank walls can be negligible, the tank can influence the reactive 
power losses and the magnetizing currents during the GIC events.  

e) Simulation of transformers under asymmetrical operation  

1. Two asymmetrical operations are distinguished as primary-side voltage unbalance and 
secondary-side load unbalance conditions based on the ZS flux path.  

2. In the primary-side voltage unbalance condition, the load impedance affects the flux 
flowing in the off-core path.  

3. If the unbalance condition is on the inner winding side, the ZS flux path includes the off-
core paths in parallel to the leakage channel.  

4. If the unbalance condition is on the outer winding side, the ZS flux path includes the off-
core paths in series to the leakage channel.  

 Future works 8.2

The model presented in this thesis can be further studied for future works with the 
following considerations: 

I. Calculation of the tuning factors  

As presented in this thesis, all the tuning factors are estimated through the fitting to the 
zero sequence impedance and losses measurements. In the case of lacking such 
extended zero sequence measurements, the tuning factors must be estimated through 
numerical simulations of the transformer such as 3D-FEM simulations, as shown for 
the simple 2D examples in this thesis.  

It would be useful if analytical formulas could be obtained for the tuning factors 
through sensitivity analysis of the 3D-FEM simulations.  

II. Benchmarking of the thermal model  

To this purpose, the temperature of the tank walls as well as top and bottom oil 
temperatures should be measured during zero sequence tests. This temperature data 
can be used in addition to the impedance and losses to verify the overall model. 

III. Verifying the overall model with GIC measurements 

Having a 3-legged transformer of simple design with plain tank walls and two 
windings, DC response of the transformer can be measured/obtained in terms of 
magnetizing current, reactive power consumption, core and winding losses, 
temperatures in the oil and ambient nodes as well as in the tank walls. Such 
comprehensive measurements can be used for verifying the overall 
electromagnetic/thermal model presented in this thesis. 

IV. Inclusion of the tie-bars and the core clamping in the modeling 

As presented in the thesis, the tie-bars and the core clamping parts see the power 
frequency off-core flux that leaks from the core during the GIC event. Thus, the losses 
increase is potentially higher in those parts. As a further development of the proposed 
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model, these metallic parts can be considered in the modeling process as non-linear 
branch parallel to the linear inductances of L1, as shown in Figure 8.1.   

V. Inclusion of the magnetic shunts and magnetic shields 

Another important issue especially in large power transformers concerns the magnetic 
shunts and the magnetic shields that can be added to the off-core equivalent circuit, as 
shown in Figure 8.1.  

As concluded in the thesis, the shield acts like the flux-tangential boundary condition 
forcing the magnetic flux in the gap between the winding excited and the wall 
(represented with L1). Thus, the shield can be considered as a resistance connected in 
parallel to the wall branch through an ideal transformer with turn ratio of one.  

In contrast to this, the shunts act like the flux-normal boundary condition sharing the 
magnetic flux with the wall. Thus, it can be considered as a non-linear branch 
connected in series to the wall. 

 
Figure  8.1 Future developments of the off-core model proposed in the thesis to include the core 
clamps, tie bars, magnetic shields and magnetic shunts  
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Appendix 1  
 

In the following formulas, 𝜃 is temperature in °C and 𝑇 is the atmospheric pressure in 
mmHg [109] [110] [74]. 

Air physical properties:  

1. Density [kg/m3] 

(1.2722 − 0.0049175 𝜃 + 0.000019709 𝜃2 − 0.00000004382 𝜃3)( 𝑝
760

)  

2. Kinematic viscosity [m/s2] 

(0.000013373 + 0.000000086408 𝜃 + 0.00000000010711 𝜃2)(760
𝑝

)  

3. Thermal expansion coefficient [1/ °C] 

0.0036581 − 0.00001427 𝜃 + 0.000000059234 𝜃2 − 0.00000000013609 𝜃3   

4. Thermal conductivity [W/m °C] 

0.024465 + 0.000076664 𝜃 − 0.000000024834 𝜃2  

5. Specific heat capacity [Ws/kg °C] 

1006 + 0.05 𝜃  

Oil physical properties:  

1. Density  

1098.72 −  0.712 𝜃  

2. Kinetic viscosity 

0.08467 −  0.0004 𝜃 +  5 × 10-7 𝜃2  

3. Thermal expansion coefficient 

0.00086 

4. Thermal conductivity 

0.1509 −  7.101 × 10-5 𝜃  

5. Specific heat capacity  

807.163 +  3.5 𝜃 
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Appendix 2 
 

The equivalent circuit of the off-core path when only the wall and the bottom are 
considered is shown in Figure A2.1. The black boxes are the wall and the bottom models, 
which are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. This circuit is coupled to the thermal 
equations through the losses in the wall and the bottom with the approach presented in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.4. 

vs

is L1

L2The Wall

L3

L5

Rw

The Bottom~
iw i2 i5 iB

vw vB

 
Figure A2.1 Circuit diagram of the off-core path with only the wall and the bottom included 

From the circuit topology, it can be written as:  

 

 

 

 

 
Substituting (A2.3) in (A2.2) results in:  

 
Substituting (A2.6) and (A2.5) in (A2.1) and using (A2.3) and (A2.4), it follows: 

 

𝑣𝑤 = 𝑣𝑠 − 𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑠 − 𝐿1
𝑑𝑖𝑠
𝑑𝑡

           (A2.1) 

 
𝑣𝐵 = 𝑣𝑤 − 𝐿3(𝑑𝑖5

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑑𝑖𝐵

𝑑𝑡
)         (A2.2) 

 
𝑣𝐵 = 𝐿5

𝑑𝑖5
𝑑𝑡

          (A2.3) 

 
𝑣𝑤 = 𝐿2

𝑑𝑖2
𝑑𝑡

          (A2.4) 

 
𝑖𝑠 = 𝑖𝑤 + 𝑖2 + 𝑖𝐵 + 𝑖5         (A2.5) 

 
𝑑𝑖𝑠
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑑𝑖𝑤
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑑𝑖2
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑑𝑖5
𝑑𝑡

         (A2.6) 

 

𝑣𝐵 = 𝑣𝑤 − 𝐿3 �
𝑐𝐵
𝐿5

+ 𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑡
� → �1 + 𝐿3

𝐿5
� 𝑣𝐵 = 𝑣𝑤 − 𝐿3

𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑡

→  

𝑣𝐵 = ( 𝐿5
𝐿5+𝐿3

)𝑣𝑤 − ( 𝐿5𝐿3
𝐿5+𝐿3

) 𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑡

        (A2.7) 

𝑣𝑤 = 𝑣𝑠 − 𝑅𝑤(𝑖𝑤 + 1
𝐿2
∫ 𝑣𝑤 + 𝑖𝐵 + 1

𝐿5
∫ 𝑣𝐵) − 𝐿1(𝑑𝑖𝑤

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑐𝑤

𝐿2
+ 𝑑𝑖𝐵

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑐𝐵

𝐿5
)    (A2.8) 
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Figure A2.2 shows the implementation of this equation in MATLAB-SIMULINK. The 
currents 𝑖𝑤 and 𝑖𝐵 are obtained through the wall and the bottom models, as shown in Figure 
A2.3-a and Figure A2.3-c. The thermal model is shown in Figure A2.3-b and Figure A2.3-d. 
As can be seen, the power losses in the wall and the bottom are calculated with formula 

∫ 𝑣𝑤
𝑡+20𝜇𝑠
𝑡 ∙ 𝑖𝑤𝑑𝑡 and ∫ 𝑣𝐵

𝑡+20 𝜇𝑠
𝑡 ∙ 𝑖𝐵𝑑𝑡 where 20 μs is the fundamental period of the 50 Hz 

voltage, that are used as inputs for thermal models. The total losses of the circuit are also 
calculated with ∫ 𝑣𝑠

𝑡+20𝜇𝑠
𝑡 ∙ 𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑡.  

 

 

 
Figure A2.2 Implementation of (A2.8) in MATLAB-SIMULINK 
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a) The classical eddy current and the excess losses model of the wall 
 

 

b) Thermal model of  the wall 

 

c) The classical eddy current model of the bottom 
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d) Thermal model of the Bottom  

Figure A2.3 Implementation of the circuit Figure A2.1 together with thermal equations in MATLAB-
SIMULINK 
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Appendix 3  
 

I. Calculation of SC-ZS inductance using 3D-FEM 

The inductance matrix of the windings is calculated with 3D-FEM and expressed with 

L�= �
[L�HV]3×3 [L�HV-LV]

3×3
[L�LV-HV]

3×3
[L�LV]3×3

�
6×6

 (see Section  5.1.3). Using the inverse matrix 𝐿�−1 = Γ�, the 

current of the excited phases can be expressed by following equations.   

The HV side excited with V0 and the LV side is short-circuited: 

 
Using the same method for the excited LV side, it follows: 

 
where Γik is the element of ith row and kth column of the Γ�, 𝐼𝑖 is the current of the ith winding, 
Γsc,HV,i
0  and Γsc,LV,i

0  (of phase i) are the inverse SC-ZS inductance seen from HV and from LV 
sides, respectively. 

II. Calculation of SC-ZS impedance using the equivalent circuit 

The SC-ZS impedance is calculated for each simulation of Case 1 through Case 5 with the 
equations given in Table A3.1. In these cases, the off-core inductances are linear, and the 
input inductance can be analytically obtained. All the parameters are referred to the exciting 
side. When the non-linear models of the tank walls are included, the overall circuits of 
Figure  6.11 and Figure  6.12 are used for calculation of the SC-ZS impedance and losses. 

𝐷𝐼𝑖 = Γi1 ∙ V0 + Γi2 ∙ V0 + Γi3 ∙ V0 → Γsc,HV,i
0 = Γi1 + Γi2 + Γi3, 𝑖 = 1..3                  (A3.1) 

    
 
Γsc,LV,i
0 = Γi4 + Γi5 + Γi6, 𝑖 = 4..6  (A3.2) 
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Table A3. 1 Calculation of the SC-ZS inductance for the lossless models 

 

III. Calculation of SC-PS inductance using 3D-FEM 

Using the reverse inductance matrix Γ� = 𝐿�−1 = �
[𝐿�𝐵𝑉]3×3 [𝐿�𝐵𝑉−𝐿𝑉]3×3

[𝐿�𝐿𝑉−𝐵𝑉]3×3 [𝐿�𝐿𝑉]3×3
�
−1

6×6
, the 

current of the winding i at HV side is: 

 
Having symmetrical three-phase voltage applied to HV side (𝑉1 + 𝑉2 + 𝑉3 = 0 → 𝑉2 +

𝑉3 = −𝑉1) and short circuit at LV side (𝑉4 = 𝑉5 = 𝑉6 = 0), the current of phase 1 is 
expressed as:  

 
On the same way, Γsc,HV,2

+ = Γ22 − (Γ21 + Γ23) and Γsc,HV,3
+ = Γ33 − (Γ31 + Γ32). 

For the LV side PS inductances, following the same approach: 

 
 

 Equivalent circuit  Equation 

LV 

Inner Winding Outer Winding 

LLV
T,i -LLH

HVLV

LLH

RHV

 

Lsc,LV,i
0 = 𝐿𝐿𝐵 +

(𝐿𝐿𝐻𝑇,𝑖−𝐿𝐿𝐻)𝑅′𝐻𝐻
2

𝜔2(𝐿𝐿𝐻𝑇,𝑖−𝐿𝐿𝐻)2+𝑅′𝐻𝐻
2  

Rsc,LV,i
0 = 𝑅𝐿𝑉 +

𝜔2(𝐿𝐿𝐻𝑇,𝑖−𝐿𝐿𝐻)2𝑅′𝐻𝐻

𝜔2(𝐿𝐿𝐻𝑇,𝑖−𝐿𝐿𝐻)2+𝑅′𝐻𝐻
2  

 

HV 

Inner Winding Outer Winding 

LHV
T,i 

HVLV

LLH

RLV

 

Lsc,HV,i
0 =

𝜔2𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖𝐿𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖+𝐿𝐿𝐻)+𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖𝑅′𝐿𝐻
2

𝜔2(𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖+𝐿𝐿𝐻)2+𝑅′𝐿𝐻
2   

Rsc,HV,i
0 =

𝑅𝐵𝑉 +
𝜔2(𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖(𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖+𝐿𝐿𝐻)𝑅′𝐿𝐻−𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖𝐿𝐿𝐻𝑅′𝐿𝐻)

𝜔2(𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑇,𝑖+𝐿𝐿𝐻)2+𝑅′𝐿𝐻
2    

 

𝐷𝐼𝑖 = ∑ Γik ∙ Vk6
𝑘=1  , 𝑖 = 1..3                     (A3.3) 

 

𝐷𝐼1 = Γ11 ∙ V1 − (Γ12 + Γ13) ∙ V1 → Γsc,HV,1
+ = Γ11 − (Γ12 + Γ13)                 (A3.4)  

 

Γsc,LV,4
+ = Γ44 − (Γ45 + Γ46)  

Γsc,LV,5
+ = Γ55 − (Γ54 + Γ56)                    (A3.5) 
Γsc,LV,6
+ = Γ66 − (Γ65 + Γ64)  
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